


"For the last 5 years we have used Wizards Products 
in our classic auto restoration business. We use your 
compound in all of our buffing stages and also love 
the Metal Renew for polishing stainless to bring it 
"back to life". After the vehicles we restore are 
completed, we give the owners a bottle of 
Mist-N-Shine and show them how to use it to 
clean their cars. The Bug Release is AMAZING! 
People watch us clean our trucks at shows and 
always ask what we are using to get the bugs off.  
Bug Release works fast and all the bugs wipe off 
easily. Wizards Products works well even on really 
hot days when other products leave a haze. 
Wizards has never let us down!"
     -Brad & Monica Miller, Valley Rod & Custom
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easily. Wizards Products works well even on really 
hot days when other products leave a haze. 
Wizards has never let us down!"
     -Brad & Monica Miller, Valley Rod & Custom

"I’ve been using Wizards Products for several years. 
Not only are they the easiest products to use on my 
cars, but the results are fantastic! They smell great 
and I will recommend Wizards to anyone!"
      -George Kring, Wilkey & Kring Motorsports
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      -George Kring, Wilkey & Kring Motorsports

"We use all Wizards Products to bring out the shine on 
our builds. From Mystic Cut and Mystic Nano Wax with
their Wizards 21 Big Throw Polisher to Mist-N-Shine to
keep them looking good, I can’t say enough good things 
about Wizards!"           -Brian Cruz, Cruzer’s Customs
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WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

MISSION
STATEMENT:
At Wizards we strive to build industry leadership 
through continuous improvement and product 
innovation.

We strive for success and appreciate simplicity.

We strive to earn our customer’s loyalty through 
achievement of goals, proven success, integrity 
and teamwork.

ABOUT OUR COMPANY:
Wizards Products is the creator and 
manufacturer of the Wizards brand. We offer 
a professional line of specialty appearance 
products for the automotive and motorcycle 
industries. Our products have been successfully 
marketed to quality automotive paint jobbers, 
body shops, parts stores, specialty boutiques, 
motorcycle shops, marine suppliers and private 
aircraft suppliers throughout the United States, 
Canada and Internationally.

We have been serving show car enthusiasts, 
fussy customers and resellers since 1986. Our 
goal has always been to offer our customers the 
highest quality products for exceptional vehicle 
appearance. Coupling our industry experience 
with valuable customer feedback, we have 
worked diligently to create new products to 
add to our quality line. Each item in our family 
of products is unique, performs excellently and 
offers great repeat sales for our distributors 
and resellers.

Brand name recognition and consistent customer 
demand, combined with a dedicated, professional 
team, has allowed us to become a volume and 
service leader in the vehicle appearance arena. 
We trust that you will be pleased with our 
products as well as impressed with our level of 
dedication to your success.
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MIST-N-SHINE®

Professional Detailer
Part No. 22208, 8 oz, 12/CS
Part No. 01214, 22 oz, 12/CS
Part No. 01217, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Adds a show-winning gloss and slickness.
 Brightens paint, chrome, plastics.
 Safe for fresh paint, show chrome and Lexan.
 Hides swirls, will not scratch or streak, even in direct sun.
 Anti-static, perfect for spot cleaning or dry washing to 
   remove dust, bugs, oily fingerprints and more.
 Contains no wax or petroleum solvents.
 Shine motorcycles, cars, boats and mirrors.
 Use with WIZARDS® Multi-Fiber™ Cloth #11420.
 Marine use: Quick detailer / clean up. Removes fingerprints,
   streaks. Use on exterior, windshields and windows.

SHINE MASTER™

Polish & Breathable Sealant
Part No. 11033, 16 oz, 12/CS
Part No. 11036, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Easy on - easy off.
 Awesome gloss.
 No streaks or smears.
 No free silicone or wax.
 Excellent cleaning/tough poly acrylic protection.
 Safe for fresh paint, clear coat and Lexan.
 Use as a wax replacement, swirl mark remover
   or finishing (show) glaze by hand or machine.
 Marine use: Exterior sealant on gelcoat, paint or
   fresh paint.

MYSTIC CUT™

Smart Abrasive Technology
Part No. 11038, 8 oz, 12/CS
Part No. 11048, 32 oz, 6/CS
Part No. 11052, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Exclusive “Smart Abrasive Technology”
   incorporates latest Nano abrasives.
 Progressive cutting action with no gritty mess.
 Levels and removes sand scratches.
 Excellent all around compound for removing
   severe swirls, defects, fading and water spotting.
 No wax, silicone or crystalline silica.
 Water-based for easy clean-up.
 Use with the WIZARDS® Buffing Pad System™.
 Marine use: Exterior defect removal on gelcoat, paint,
   fiberglass, metallic flake. Use on average or neglected
   surfaces.

MYSTIC POLISH™

Smart Abrasive Technology
Part No. 11047, 32 oz, 6/CS
Part No. 11050, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Exclusive “Smart Abrasive Technology”
   incorporates latest Nano abrasives.
 Use as a stand alone polish or the final step in
   the buffing process.
 Quickly removes swirls, light scratches, spider
   webbing and mild imperfections.
 No wax, silicone or crystalline silica.
 Safe for all paints.
 Apply by hand or machine.
 Follow with Shine Master™ Polish & Breathable
   Sealant for long lasting protection.

TURBO CUT™

Time Release™ Compound
Part No. 11044, 32 oz, 6/CS
Part No. 11043, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Fast cut on dead paint, gelcoat and fiberglass.
 Removes 1200 grit or finer sand scratches.
 High gloss finishing on fresh or aged, single
   stage paint and clear coat.
 No wax, silicone or crystalline silica.
 Non-greasy, water-based for easy clean up
   without staining.
 Follow up with Finish Cut™ #11040 using pad
   #11310, then protect with Shine Master™ #11033.
 Marine use: Exterior defect removal on gelcoat
   or neglected fiberglass. 

FINISH CUT™

No Swirls Compound
Part No. 11040, 32 oz, 6/CS
Part No. 11041, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 No swirls, easy clean up.
 Levels and removes scratches on paint and
   clear coat, fresh or aged finishes.
 Brightens dull finishes and removes heavy 
   paint overspray.
 Finish buffs to a high gloss.
 No Wax, silicone or crystalline silica.
 Water-based, no staining, etching or dusting.
 Protect with Shine Master™ #11033.
 Use with the WIZARDS® Buffing Pad System™.
 Marine use: Exterior defect removal on gelcoat,
   paint, fiberglass. Removes swirls and minor
   scratches on average surfaces.



BUFFING PADS
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BUFFING - MACHINE APPLICATION
WIZARDS® offers a wide range of pads for your project, from fastest cutting 100% wool, to ultra finishing foam for the softest paint conditions. 
Our 50/50 blended wool is the best for fast cutting and semi finishing. The "waffle" design convoluted foams run cooler and are the Mystic Cut™ 
favorites; they provide a recessed backing for easy alignment and protection from backing plate abrasion. NOTE: Your pad and product choice 
will determine the speed of cut and degree of gloss without fine pad scratches. For additional guidance on pad and product choices see our 
Wizards Body Shop Application Guide. Remember, wool cuts faster while foam finishes better. High density foam cuts more and the softer foam 
finishes best.
All pads and backing plates incorporate easy-to-use Velcro® attachments. 

FAST CUT WOOL PAD
Part No. 11201, 7½” x 1”, each or 12/CS

 100% twisted wool buffing pad.
 Use with all compounds.
 Aggressive cutting without burning paint.
 For added flexibility, use with Bendi-Backer™

   7” backing plate #11207.

50/50 BLENDED WOOL CUTTING PAD
Part No. 11203, 7½” x 1½”, each or 12/CS

 50/50 Blend of Wool and Polyester.
 Use with all compounds.
 Best overall one step pad.
 Cuts like a cutting pad and finishes like a
   finishing pad.
 For added flexibility, use with Bendi-Backer™

   7” backing plate #11207.

THE AGGRESSOR FOAM CUTTING PAD
Part No. 11310, 8” x 1.5”, each or 12/CS

 Grip hold with recessed backing for fast and
   easy centering.
 Use with all compounds: Mystic Cut™, Turbo
   Cut™ and Finish Cut™ for super aggressive
   cutting action.
 Fastest cut available from a foam pad.
 Follow with #11312, The Finisher™ buffing pad.
 For added flexibility, use with Bendi-Backer™

   7” backing plate #11207.

THE FINISHER BUFFING PAD
Part No. 11312, 8” x 1.5”, each or 12/CS

 Grip hold with recessed backing for fast and
   easy centering.
 Use with compounds and glazes: 
   Mystic Cut™, Finish Cut™ and Mystic Polish™.
 For smooth finishing swirl removal.
 Follow with #11314, The Ultra™ buffing pad.
 For added flexibility, use with Bendi-Backer™

   7” backing plate #11207.

THE ULTRA FINISHING BUFFING PAD
Part No. 11314, 8” x 1.5”, each or 12/CS

 Grip hold with recessed backing for fast and
   easy centering.
 Use with all swirl removing polishes: Mystic
   Polish™, Finish Cut™ and Mystic Nano Wax™.
 Very soft density U.S. foam.
 Super smooth finishing.
 For added flexibility, use with Bendi-Backer™

   7” backing plate #11207.

BENDI-BACKER BACKING PLATE
Part No. 11207, 7” Backing Plate, each or 12/CS

 Standard size: Fits 7” to 9” Velcro® pads 
   and buffers.
 Fits standard size buffer with 0.625” (5/8”) arbor.
 Soft and super-flexible to form into style line
   contours when buffing.
 Helps to eliminate hot spots and burns.

WIZARDS™ MINI BUFFING SYSTEM™

Part No. 11250, each or 6/CS

 Saves time with expert results.
 Cut, polish, remove swirls or apply wax/sealer.
 Use on paint, metal and plastic surfaces.
 Great for tight areas or spot repairs.

KIT INCLUDES:
 Part No. 11251 3” Wool Mini Buffing Pad (cutting).
 Part No. 11252 4” Orange Foam Mini Buffing Pad (light cutting) 
 Part No. 11253 4” Gray Foam Mini Buffing Pad (final finishing)
 Part No. 11254 Mini Backing Plate Set with D/A Adapter
   (standard 5/16”) and Drill Adapter (standard 1/4” shank).

 All pads use Velcro® attachments.



BUFFING PADS

SCRATCH REMOVAL
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6” DA WOOL CUTTING PAD
Part No. 11600, 6” x ¾”, each or 12/CS

 Fast Cutting Wool for DA.
 Use with the WIZARDS 21 HD™ Big Throw Polisher.
 Velcro® attachment / 6” backing plate compatible.
 Use with WIZARDS® Mystic Cut™.

6” MICROFIBER DA CUTTING PAD
Part No. 11601, 6½” x ¾”, each or 12/CS

 1st Step Cutting with the WIZARDS 21 HD™ 
   Big Throw Polisher.
 Velcro® attachment / 6” backing plate compatible.
 Medium Cutting Microfiber Face.
 Use with WIZARDS® Mystic Cut™.

6” ORANGE FOAM DA POLISHING PAD
Part No. 11603, 6 3/8” x 7/8”, each or 12/CS

 2nd Step Polishing with the WIZARDS 21 HD™ 
   Big Throw Polisher.
 Velcro® attachment / 6” backing plate compatible.
 Use with WIZARDS® Mystic Cut™.

6” GRAY FOAM DA FINISHING PAD
Part No. 11605, 6 3/8” x 7/8”, each or 12/CS

 3rd Step Waxing / Finishing with the WIZARDS 21 HD™

   Big Throw Polisher.
 Velcro® attachment / 6” backing plate compatible.
 Use with WIZARDS® Mystic Nano Wax™.

3” DA WOOL CUTTING PADS
Part No. 11228, 3” x ½”, each or 12/CS

 Fast Cutting Wool for DA.
 Use with the WIZARDS 12™ Big Throw
   Mini Polisher.
 2-Pack
 Velcro® attachment / 3” backing plate compatible.
 Use with WIZARDS® Mystic Cut™.

3” BLACK MICROFIBER CUTTING PADS
Part No. 11230, 3” x ½”, each or 12/CS

 1st Step Cutting with the WIZARDS 12™ Big Throw
   Mini Polisher.
 2-Pack
 Velcro® attachment / 3” backing plate compatible.
 Medium Cutting Microfiber Face.
 Use with WIZARDS® Mystic Cut™.

3” ORANGE FOAM POLISHING PAD
Part No. 11232, 3¼” x 1”, each or 12/CS

 2nd Step Polishing with the WIZARDS 12™

   Big Throw Mini Polisher.
 Velcro® attachment / 3” backing plate compatible.
 Use with WIZARDS® Mystic Cut™.

3” GRAY FOAM FINISHING PAD
Part No. 11233, 3¼” x 1”, each or 12/CS

 3rd Step Waxing / Finishing with the WIZARDS 12™

   Big Throw Mini Polisher.
 Velcro® attachment / 3” backing plate compatible.
 Use with WIZARDS® Mystic Nano Wax™.

4” ORANGE FOAM MINI BUFFING PAD
Part No. 11252, 4¼” x 1¼”, each or 12/CS

 2nd Step Polishing with the WIZARDS 12™

   Big Throw Mini Polisher.
 Velcro® attachment / 3” backing plate compatible.
 Use with WIZARDS® Mystic Cut™.

4” GRAY FOAM MINI BUFFING PAD
Part No. 11253, 4¼” x 1¼”, each or 12/CS

 3rd Step Waxing / Finishing with the WIZARDS 12™

   Big Throw Mini Polisher.
 Velcro® attachment / 3” backing plate compatible.
 Use with WIZARDS® Mystic Nano Wax™.

WIZARDS™ MINI BUFFING SYSTEM™

Part No. 11250, each or 6/CS

 Saves time with expert results.
 Cut, polish, remove swirls or apply wax/sealer.
 Use on paint, metal and plastic surfaces.
 Great for tight areas or spot repairs.

SCRATCH REMOVER
Pre-Wax Cleaner
Part No. 11031, 8 oz, 12/CS

 Gently removes minor scratches, swirls, water
   spots and restores shine.
 Safe for all types of paint, clear coats, ceramic
   coatings, fiberglass and most plastics. 
 Removes oxidation to restore headlight clarity
   on moderately faded headlight lenses.
 Excellent pre-wax cleaner creating a smooth
   flat surface.
 Safely restores all paint colors.
 Not a cover-up that washes off.

KIT INCLUDES:
 Part No. 11251 3” Wool Mini Buffing Pad.
 Part No. 11252 4” Orange Foam Mini Buffing Pad.
 Part No. 11253 4” Gray Foam Mini Buffing Pad.
 Part No. 11254 Mini Backing Plate Set.
   (standard 5/16”) and Drill Adapter.

 All pads use Velcro® attachments.
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WIZARDS® WASH
Super Concentrate
Part No. 11077, 16 oz, 12/CS
Part No. 11079, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Thick, rich, long-lasting foam.
 Gentle, but thorough, cleaning on all types of
   vehicle surfaces including ceramic coatings.
 Streak-free rinsing assures quick drying and
   maximum shine without stripping Shine Master™

   Polish & Breathable Sealant.
 Adds lubrication when wet sanding.
 Marine use: To wash and pre-clean exterior of boat.

WATER BANDIT™

All Purpose Synthetic Chamois
Part No. 11066, 27” x 17”, each or 12/CS

 Absorbs 3 times faster than an ordinary leather chamois.
 Soft and gentle, never lints and will not shed.
 Unharmed by grease, oil or solvents; sensitive on paint.
 Easy to wring out — drip free.
 Includes space-saving storage case.
 Machine washable.
 Multi-purpose, works on Autos, Trucks, Boats,
   Motorcycles and Motorhomes.
 Marine use: After rain, washing or sitting in water.

BIKE WASH
Complete Bike Cleaner
Part No. 22086, 22 oz, 12/CS
Part No. 22087, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Safe for paint, chrome and plastics.
 Foams away road grime, oil, grease, 
   brake dust and more.
 Strong enough to degrease engines and wheels.
 Easy rinse formula cleans without spotting.
 Biodegradable, pH controlled, no caustic soda, 
   acids or bleach.

BUG RELEASE™

All Surface Bug Remover
Part No. 11081, 22 oz, 12/CS
Part No. 11082, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Quickly removes bugs and residue.
 Neutralizes acidic bug proteins.
 Safe for all vehicles’ paint, chrome, glass and plastics.
 Non Toxic - biodegradable.
 Use as a presoak or spot cleaner.
 Safe and recommended  for ceramic coatings.

MYSTIC CLAY™

Smooths Rough Surfaces
Part No. 10023, 120 gm, each or 12/CS

 Makes paint very smooth.
 Removes all surface contaminants: brake dust, 
   paint overspray, tree sap (not removed by washing 
   or polishing).
 Safe on all paint / clears, metals, fiberglass and glass.
 Made in the USA - superior quality.
 Will not harden over time and will not damage the finish.
 Use with Mist-N-Shine® detailer #01214 or #22208 to
   lubricate clay for best results.

MYSTIC CLAY™ KIT (3 PIECES)
Smooths Rough Surfaces
Part No. 11027, each or 1/CS

 #01218 - Mist-N-Shine 2 oz.
 #10026 - Mystic Clay 30g.
 #22420 - Gold Multi-Fiber Cloth 16” x 16”.

MIST-N-SHINE®

Professional Detailer
Part No. 22208, 8 oz, 12/CS
Part No. 01214, 22 oz, 12/CS
Part No. 01217, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Adds a show-winning gloss and slickness.
 Brightens paint, chrome, ceramic coatings and plastics.
 Safe for fresh paint, show chrome and Lexan.
 Hides swirls, will not scratch or streak, even in direct sun.
 Anti-static, perfect for spot cleaning or dry washing to
   remove dust, bugs, oily fingerprints and more.
 Contains no wax or petroleum solvents.
 Shines motorcycles, cars, boats and mirrors.
 Use with WIZARDS® Multi-Fiber™ Cloth #11420.
 Marine use: Quick detailer / clean up. Removes fingerprints,
   streaks. Use on exterior, windshields and windows.

WIPE DOWN™

Matte Paint Detailer
Part No. 01220, 22 oz, 12/CS
Part No. 01227, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Safe for all paint systems.
 Quickly cleans matte finishes: suede, denim, 
   satin primer, powder coat and all flat clears.
 Adds no gloss or protection.
 Contains no wax, solvents or silicone.
 Removes dust, fingerprints, road grime and oily 
   residue without adding gloss.
 Removes streaks and smears from overuse 
   of waxes, glazes, etc.
 Removes oily residue after buffing.



PAINT PROTECTION

WHEEL & TIRE CARE
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MYSTIC SPRAY WAX™

Slick Nano Technology Protection
Part No. 01233, 8 oz, 12/CS
Part No. 01235, 22 oz, 12/CS
Part No. 01237, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Ceramic boost.
 Best in class spray wax - detailer - dry wash.
 Instant bonding to paint, chrome, glass,
   fiberglass or any hard surface.
 Relentless water beading, wash after wash.
 Extremely slick protective finish, adding gloss,
   depth and clarity with each application.
 Contains no petroleum solvents or abrasives.
 Marine use: Exterior surface protection on
   gelcoat, paint and metals.

SHINE MASTER™

Polish & Breathable Sealant
Part No. 11033, 16 oz, 12/CS
Part No. 11036, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Easy on - easy off.
 Awesome gloss.
 No streaks or smears.
 No free silicone or wax.
 Excellent cleaning/tough poly acrylic protection.
 Safe for fresh paint, clear coat and Lexan.
 Use as a wax replacement, swirl mark remover
   or finishing (show) glaze by hand or machine.
 Marine use: Exterior sealant on gelcoat, paint
   or fresh paint.

MYSTIC NANO WAX™

Super Slick Nano Wax Technology
Part No. 11039, 8 oz, 12/CS
Part No. 11030, 32 oz, 6/CS

 Exclusive formula incorporates synthetic Nano Wax polymers.
 Extreme gloss, slickness and protection benefits.
 Safe on ALL paint / clear types, new or aged, including ceramic coatings.
 Use as a stand alone wax, show glaze, or finishing / waxing step.
 Micro Polishes on soft paints.
 Use with the WIZARDS 21 HD™ Big Throw Orbital Polisher or any dual action / orbital polisher or by hand application.
 Micro-fine polishing/2nd step to the WIZARDS® “Scratch & Swirl Removal” System (SSR) using the WIZARDS 21 HD™ Big Throw Polisher.

POWER CLEAN™

All Wheel & Tire Cleaner
Part No. 11088, 22 oz, 12/CS
Part No. 11087, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 All purpose cleaner and degreaser.
 Non-caustic, contains no acid.
 Contains environmentally friendly surfactants.
 Cleans wheels, tires and raised white letters.
 Dissolves oil, road grime and brake dust.
 Use as a grease, wax and silicone remover.
 Safe for interiors: dashboard, seats, floors.
 Super spot remover for carpets.
 Marine use: For exterior algae removal, interior
   seats, carpet and plastic cleaning.

TIRE & VINYL SHINE™

Dressing and Protectant
Part No. 11055, 22 oz, 12/CS
Part No. 11057, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Great for tires and motorcycle seats.
 Non-greasy, non-slippery.
 Beautifies vinyl, leather, rubber, plastic, exterior
   trim and more.
 Anti-static, forms a dry shield to protect.
 No residue to attract dust or transfer to clothing.
 Water-based, non-toxic formula can be easily
   removed for paint preparation.
 Adjustable gloss: high, medium, natural.
 Marine use: For interior seats, cover, rubber
   moldings and trailer tires.

WIZARDS® DETAIL FOAM HAND PAD SET
2 Pad Set
Part No. 11404, 2 ¾” x 5” pads, each set of 2, or 12/CS

 Use to apply wax, polish, sealant, treatments and dressings.
 Use in place of cloths or microfiber applicators for ease of
   glide, application and optimum gloss.
 Works best with WIZARDS® Shine Master™ Polish Sealant
   #11033, Black Renew™ #66309, Leather Plus™ #66319 and
   Tire & Vinyl Shine™ #11055.
 Anti-Static - Machine Washable.
 Will not scratch dark paint or clear coats.
 Will not shred on tires.

YELLOW HAND PAD APPLICATOR
Foam Pad
Part No. 11009, 4” Round, each or 12/CS

 High quality, durable foam.
 Small size makes it easy to apply Black Renew™, 
   Leather Plus™, and Tire & Vinyl Shine™ by hand.
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POWER CLEAN™

All Wheel & Tire Cleaner
Part No. 11088, 22 oz, 12/CS
Part No. 11087, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 All purpose cleaner and degreaser.
 Non-caustic, contains no acid.
 Contains environmentally friendly surfactants.
 Cleans wheels, tires and raised white letters.
 Dissolves oil, road grime and brake dust.
 Use as a grease, wax and silicone remover.
 Safe for interiors: dashboard, seats, floors.
 Super spot remover for carpets.
 Marine use: For exterior algae removal, interior
   seats, carpet and plastic cleaning.

TIRE & VINYL SHINE™

Dressing and Protectant
Part No. 11055, 22 oz, 12/CS
Part No. 11057, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Great for tires and motorcycle seats.
 Non-greasy, non-slippery.
 Beautifies vinyl, leather, rubber, plastic, exterior
   trim and more.
 Anti-static, forms a dry shield to protect.
 No residue to attract dust or transfer to clothing.
 Water-based, non-toxic formula can be easily
   removed for paint preparation.
 Adjustable gloss: high, medium, natural.
 Marine use: For interior seats, cover, rubber
   moldings and trailer tires.

LEATHER PLUS™

Leather Conditioner
Part No. 66319, 8 oz, 12/CS

 Preserves and protects all fine leather, naugahyde and vinyl surfaces.
 Contains moisturizers and lanolin oils.
 Concentrated cream forms a penetrating leather lotion.
 Use on auto, apparel, luggage and furniture.
 Pre-clean surfaces with Power Clean™ #11088.

METAL POLISH
The Magic is in the Cloth™

Part No. 11011, 3 oz, 12/CS

 Fast cutting, highest gloss possible.
 Brightens and protects ALL metals: aluminum, chrome*,
   stainless, brass, copper, nickel, etc.
 Removes tarnish, corrosion, oxidation, brake dust and tar.
 Safe for factory coated wheels, motorcycles and
   household applications.
 Marine use: Use on polished metals, rails, handles, tie ups
   and moldings.
* For show chrome, use Mist-N-Shine® #01214.

METAL RENEW™

Liquid Polish for all Metals
Part No. 11020, 8 oz, each or 12/CS
Part No. 11032, 32 oz, each or 6/CS

 Fast cut, high gloss.
 Less messy to use.
 Easy to apply and remove.
 Brightens and renews aluminum, brass, stainless
   steel, chrome* and more.
 Creamy emulsion does not require constant shaking.
 Use by hand, power wheel or with 
   Metal Buffs Kit #11099.
 Marine use: on polished metals, rails, handles, 
   tie ups and moldings.
* For show chrome, use Mist-N-Shine® #01214.

POWER SEAL™

Seals and Protects all Metals
Part No. 11021, 8 oz, 12/CS

 Environmental shield for all polished metals.
 Provides an acrylic barrier to stop air and moisture.
 Super seals and protects against rust and corrosion.
 Provides easy, high gloss maintenance as a
   micro polish.
 Marine use: Use on polished metals: seals 
   and protects.

WIZARDS® METAL BUFFS™ KIT
Effective Power Polishing on all Metal Surfaces
Part No. 11099, each or 6/CS
1 Each of Part No. 11091, 11092, 11093, 11094 Buffs

 Use with WIZARDS® Metal Renew™ for fast, effective
   power polishing on all types of metal surfaces.
 ¼” shank fits electric or air drills.
 Part No. 11091, Mushroom Buff, 3” (approx.) diameter.
   Soft, finish polishing.
 Part No. 11092, Long Tapered Buff, 2” diameter x 2”.
   General use cutting, use in tight and uneven areas.
 Part No. 11093, Long Non-Tapered Buff, 1” diameter x 1½”.
   General use cutting, oxidation and scratch removal.
 Part No. 11094, Medium Felt Bob, 3/4” diameter x 1½”.
   Cutting and oxidation removal in very small, tight areas.



EXTERIOR TRIM RESTORATION & MAINTENANCE
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TIRE & VINYL SHINE™

Dressing and Protectant
Part No. 11055, 22 oz, 12/CS
Part No. 11057, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Great for tires and motorcycle seats.
 Non-greasy, non-slippery.
 Beautifies vinyl, leather, rubber, plastic, exterior
   trim and more.
 Anti-static, forms a dry shield to protect.
 No residue to attract dust or transfer to clothing.
 Water-based, non-toxic formula can be easily
   removed for paint preparation.
 Adjustable gloss: high, medium, natural.
 Marine use: For interior seats, cover, rubber
   moldings and trailer tires.

BLACK RENEW™

Exterior Treatment
Part No. 66309, 8 oz, 12/CS

 Cleans and renews all smooth and textured trim,
   plastic and rubber.
 Works on all colors; not a shoe polish or dye.
 Works great on all color exterior surfaces such as
   moldings, trim, wiper arms, louvers, air vents and
   weatherstripping.
 Instantly removes embedded wax and white
   residue.
 Great for faded fairing and interiors.
 Concentrated cream outlasts sprays.
 No airborne silicone contaminants.

MULTI-FIBER™ DETAIL CLOTH
High Performance, Super Absorbent
Part No. 11420, Jumbo Size 16” x 23”, each or 12/CS

 Best choice for use with Mist-N-Shine® and Wipe Down™.
 Guaranteed to absorb faster than any terry towel, cotton cloth or paper towel.
 Will not lint, streak or scratch.
 Wash by hand or machine, hundreds of times without performance loss.
 Marine use: Quick detail clean up, use with all products on paint, gelcoat,
   fiberglass, windows and more.

MICROFIBER DETAIL CLOTH
Cloth
Part No. 11421, 16” x 16”, each or 12/CS

 Lint Free.
 Super Absorbent.
 Dark color makes it perfect for drying and detailing wheels.
 Wash by hand or machine without performance loss.

PLUSH MICROFIBER
Detailing Cloth
Part No. 11426, 16” x 16”, (40x40cm) 530 GSM

 Borderless plush cloth.
 Super absorbent.
 Streak free and scratch free. 
 Super soft with a soft edge.
 Wash by hand or machine without performance loss.

WIZARDS® DETAIL FOAM HAND PAD SET
2 Pad Set
Part No. 11404, 2 ¾” x 5” pads, each set of 2, or 12/CS

 Use to apply wax, polish, sealant, treatments and dressings.
 Use in place of cloths or microfiber applicators for ease of
   glide, application and optimum gloss.
 Works best with WIZARDS® Shine Master™ Polish Sealant
   #11033, Black Renew™ #66309, Leather Plus™ #66319 and
   Tire & Vinyl Shine™ #11055.
 Anti-Static - Machine Washable.
 Will not scratch dark paint or clear coats.
 Will not shred on tires.

YELLOW HAND PAD APPLICATOR
Foam Pad
Part No. 11009, 4” Round, each or 12/CS

 High quality, durable foam.
 Small size makes it easy to apply Black Renew™, 
   Leather Plus™, and Tire & Vinyl Shine™ by hand.



BIG THROW POLISHERS
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WIZARDS 21 HD™ BIG THROW POLISHER
Professional and DIY Dual Action Orbital
Part No. DA21HD, DA 21mm

 DIY - Easy to use.
 Removes scratches with professional results.
 Corrects imperfections without swirls or holograms.
 No burns from paint overheating.

FEATURES:
 Huge 21mm Orbit with EZ start / No delay trigger.
 Precision balanced.
 Constant speed control 1-6 / 1800 to 4800 OPM.
 Durable 20’ cord with convenient WIZARDS® tote bag.

WIZARDS® SCRATCH & SWIRL REMOVAL KIT
Guaranteed Results / Paint Correction
Part No. 99121

USE WITH THE WIZARDS 21 HD™ BIG THROW POLISHER.

CONTAINS:
 Mystic Cut 8 oz
 Mystic Nano Wax 8 oz
 6” Microfiber Cutting Pad
 6” Foam Polishing Pad, orange
 6” Foam Finishing Pad, gray
 Free pad conditioning brush

WIZARDS 12™ BIG THROW MINI POLISHER
Professional and DIY Dual Action Orbital
Part No. DAPM12, DA 12mm

 DIY - Easy to use.
 Vibration-Free Orbital Polisher.
 Removes scratches with professional results.
 Corrects imperfections without swirls or holograms.

FEATURES:
 Low profile design with soft / safe start.
 Constant speed control 1-6 / 2500 to 5500 OPM.
 Durable 16’ 4” rubber cord.

WIZARDS® MINI SCRATCH & SWIRL REMOVAL KIT
Guaranteed Results / Paint Correction
Part No. 99123

USE WITH THE WIZARDS 12™ MINI BIG THROW POLISHER.

CONTAINS:
 Mystic Cut 8 oz
 Mystic Nano Wax 8 oz
 2-3” Microfiber Cutting Pad
 3” Foam Polishing Pad, orange
 4” Foam Polishing Pad, orange
 3” Foam Finishing Pad, gray
 4” Foam Finishing Pad, gray
 Free pad conditioning brush



GALLONS
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MIST-N-SHINE®

Professional Detailer
Part No. 01217, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Adds a show-winning gloss and slickness.
 Brightens paint, chrome, plastics.
 Safe for fresh paint, show chrome and Lexan.
 Hides swirls, will not scratch or streak.

WIPE DOWN™

Matte Paint Detailer
Part No. 01227, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Safe for all paint systems.
 Quickly cleans matte finishes: suede, denim,
   satin primer, powder coat and all flat clears.
 Contains no wax, solvents or silicone.

MYSTIC SPRAY WAX™

Slick Nano Technology Protection
Part No. 01237, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Best in class spray wax, detailer, dry wash.
 Ceramic boost.
 Instant bonding to paint, chrome, glass,
   fiberglass or any hard surface.

SHINE MASTER™

Polish & Breathable Sealant
Part No. 11036, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Easy on - easy off.
 Awesome gloss.
 No streaks or smears.
 No free silicone or wax.

FINISH CUT™

No Swirls Compound
Part No. 11041, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 No swirls, easy clean up.
 Levels and removes scratches on paint and
   clear coat, fresh or aged finishes.
 Finish buffs to a high gloss.

TURBO CUT™

Time Release™ Compound
Part No. 11043, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Fast cut on dead paint, gelcoat and fiberglass.
 Removes 1200 grit or finer sand scratches.
 High gloss finishing on fresh or aged, single 
   stage paint and clear coat.

MYSTIC POLISH™

Machine Glaze
Part No. 11050, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Exclusive Smart Abrasive Technology™ 
   incorporates latest Nano abrasives.
 Use as a stand alone machine polish or the final
   step in the buffing process.

MYSTIC CUT™

Compound
Part No. 11052, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Exclusive Smart Abrasive Technology™ 
   incorporates latest Nano abrasives.
 Levels and removes sand scratches.
 Water-based for easy clean-up.

TIRE & VINYL SHINE™

Dressing and Protectant
Part No. 11057, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Great for tires and motorcycle seats.
 Non-greasy, non-slippery.
 Anti-static, forms a dry shield to protect.
 No residue to attract dust or transfer to clothing.

WIZARDS® WASH
Super Concentrate
Part No. 11079, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Thick, rich, long lasting foam.
 Gentle, but thorough, cleaning on all types of
   exterior vehicle surfaces.
 Adds lubrication when wet sanding.

BUG RELEASE™

All Surface Bug Remover
Part No. 11082, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Quickly removes bugs and residue.
 Neutralizes acidic bug proteins.
 Safe for all vehicles’ paint, chrome, glass & plastics.
 Non Toxic - biodegradable.

BIKE WASH
Complete Bike Cleaner
Part No. 22087, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 Safe for paint, chrome and plastics.
 Foams away road grime, oil, grease, brake dust and more.
 Strong enough to degrease engines and wheels.
 Easy rinse formula cleans without spotting.

POWER CLEAN™

All Wheel & Tire Cleaner
Part No. 11087, 1 Gal, 4/CS

 All purpose cleaner and degreaser.
 Non-caustic, contains no acid.
 Contains environmentally-friendly surfactants.
 Cleans tires and raised white letters.
 Dissolves oil, road grime and brake dust.



DETAILING KITS
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WIZARDS® SADDLE PACK FOR MOTORCYCLES
Perfect Size for your Saddle Bag
Part No. 22480, each or 6/CS

CONTAINS:
 01218 Mist-N-Shine® 2 oz
 11083 Bug Release™ 2 oz 
 22089 Bike Wash 2 oz
 11058 Tire & Vinyl Shine™ 2 oz
 11421 Micro-Fiber Cloth 16” x 16” full size

WIZARDS® TRIAL PACK
Part No. 11480, each or 12/CS

CONTAINS:
 01218 Mist-N-Shine® 2 oz
 11058 Tire & Vinyl Shine™ 2 oz
 11083 Bug Release™ 2 oz 
 11089 Power Clean™ 2 oz
 11035 Shine Master™ 4 oz
 22420 Micro-Fiber Cloth 16” x 16” full size 

WIZARDS® AUTOMOTIVE QUICK KIT
Packed into a convenient cooler bag
Part No. 71005, each or 4/CS

CONTAINS:
 Mist-N-Shine® 22 oz Professional Detailer
 Tire & Vinyl Shine™ 22 oz Dressing & Protectant
 Bug Release™ 22 oz Bug Remover
 Multi-Fiber™ Detail Cloth

WIZARDS® DETAILING COOL KIT
10 Piece Set - Packed into a soft-sided cooler
Part No. 99004, each or 2/CS

CONTAINS:
 Mist-N-Shine® 22 oz Professional Detailer
 Tire & Vinyl Shine™ 22 oz Dressing & Protectant
 Power Clean™ 22 oz Wheel Cleaner & Degreaser
 Shine Master™ 16 oz Polish & Breathable Sealant 

 Wizards® Wash 16 oz Super Concentrate
 Wizards® Detail Hand Pad Set (2)
 Multi-Fiber™ Detail Cloth 16” x 23” full size
 Free Wizards® Can Koozie

WIZARDS® COOL KIT FOR MOTORCYCLES
9 Piece Set - Packed into a soft-sided cooler
Part No. 22700, each or 2/CS

CONTAINS:
 Mist-N-Shine® 22 oz Professional Detailer
 Bug Release™ 22 oz Bug Remover
 Bike Wash 22 oz Bike Cleaner
 Shine Master™ 16 oz Polish & Breathable Sealant

 Mist-N-Shine® 8 oz Professional Detailer
 Microfiber Detail Cloth 16” x 16” full size
 Free Wizards® Kickstand Pad
 Free Wizards® Can Koozie

WIZARDS® MOTORCYCLE QUICK KIT
Packed into a convenient cooler bag
Part No. 72005, each or 4/CS

CONTAINS:
 Mist-N-Shine® 22 oz Professional Detailer
 Bug Release™ 22 oz Bug Remover
 Bike Wash 22 oz Bike Cleaner
 Multi-Fiber™ Detail Cloth



PROMOTIONAL ITEMS
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PRODUCT NUMBERS
A.    No. SAS13001: 4-Tier Professional Floor Display (Products sold separately)

B.    No. SAS13002: 2-Tier Professional Floor Display (Products sold separately)

C.    No. 11001 Wizards Products Banner 2.5’ x 5’

D.    WIZARDS® Decal Stickers: 7” x 4” or Round Logo 2.5” Diameter

E.    No. 73000 WIZARDS® Beanie Hat: Black with Wizards Logo

F.    No. 22680 WIZARDS® Bike Counter Display: 24 Pieces

      (Contains: 8-01218, 8-11083, 8-01228)

G.   No. 11690 WIZARDS® Retail Counter Display: 25 Pieces 

       (Contains: 3-11035, 3-11045, 3-11046, 12-01218, 4-11083)

H.    No. 11000 WIZARDS® Purple Can Koozies with Wizards Logo

I.      No. 22005 WIZARDS® Yellow Kick Stand Pad

J.     No. 11005 Buffing Apron: Purple with Wizards Logo

K.    No. S-2000 T-Shirt: Black with Wizards Logo (S, M, L, XL, XXL, & XXXL)

        No. S-5180 T-Shirt: Purple with Wizards Logo (S, M, L, XL, XXL, & XXXL)

L.     No. 11004 WIZARDS® BASEBALL CAP with Wizards logo 

SAMPLES
No. 01218  Mist-N-Shine® Detailer 2 oz

No. 01228  Wipe Down™ Matte Detailer 2 oz

No. 01238  Mystic Spray Wax™ 2 oz

No. 11058  TIre & Vinyl Shine™ Dressing 2 oz

No. 11083  Bug Release™ 2 oz

No. 11089  Power Clean™ 2 oz

No. 22089  Bike Wash 2 oz

No. 11035  Shine Master™ Polish 4 oz

No. 11045  Turbo Cut™ Compound 4 oz

No. 11046  Finish Cut™ Compound 4 oz

No. 11053  Mystic Polish™ Machine Glaze 4 oz

No. 11054  Mystic Cut™ Compound 4 oz

No. 11028  Metal Polish Cloth 

A.

B.

C.

D. E.

F.

G.

I.

J. K.

FRONT

BACK

L.

H.



WIZARDS PRODUCT &
APPLICATION GUIDES

AUTOMOTIVE, MOTORCYCLE, AVIATION & MARINE since 1986.
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Automotive Product Guide

Wash/Pre-Clean
WIZARDS® Wash
Super Concentrate

Water Bandit™

Use like a Chamois

Bug Release™

All Surface Bug Remover

Mystic Clay™

Removes Surface Debris

Plastic & Rubber Trim
Black Renew™

All Color Trim Treatment

Paint Protection
Shine Master™

Polish & Breathable Sealant

Mystic Nano Wax™

Super Slick Nano Wax Technology

Mystic Spray Wax™

Slick Nano Wax Technology

Scratch/Swirl Removal
Shine Master™

Polish & Breathable Sealant

Wheels & Tires
Power Clean™

All Purpose Cleaner & Degreaser

Tire & Vinyl Shine™

Dressing and Protectant

Quick Detail
Mist-N-Shine®

Professional Detailer

Wipe Down™

Matte Paint Detailer

Multi-Fiber™ Detail Cloth
Super Absorbent

Plush Microfiber Cloth
Borderless & Super Soft

Polished Metals
Metal Polish
Infused Cotton Cloth

Metal Renew™

Liquid Metal Polish

Power Seal™

All Metal Sealer

Interior
Power Clean™

All Purpose Cleaner & Degreaser

Tire & Vinyl Shine™

Dressing and Protectant
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Paint Protection
Shine Master™

Polish & Breathable Sealant

Mystic Nano Wax™

Super Slick Nano Wax
Technology

Mystic Spray Wax™

Slick Nano Wax Technology

Leather & Vinyl Care
Power Clean™

All Purpose Cleaner & Degreaser

Leather Plus™

Leather Conditioner

Tire & Vinyl Shine™

Dressing and Protectant

Windshield Care
Bug Release™

All Surface Bug Remover

Mist-N-Shine®

Professional Detailer

Quick Detail
Mist-N-Shine®

Professional Detailer

Wipe Down™

Matte Paint Detailer

Multi-Fiber™ Detail Cloth
Super Absorbent

Plush Microfiber Cloth
Borderless & Super Soft

Wash/Pre-Clean
Bike Wash
Spray On - Rinse Off

Water Bandit™

Use like a Chamois

Bug Release™

All Surface Bug Remover

Mystic Clay™

Removes Surface Debris

WIZARDS® Wash
Super Concentrate (Bucket Wash)

Scratch/Swirl Removal
Shine Master™

Polish & Breathable Sealant

Mystic Cut™

Compound

Polished Metals
Metal Polish
Infused Cotton Cloth

Metal Renew™

Liquid Metal Polish

Power Seal™

All Metal Sealer

Wheels & Tires
Power Clean™

All Purpose Cleaner & Degreaser

Tire & Vinyl Shine™

Dressing and Protectant

Plastic & Rubber Trim
Black Renew™

All Color Trim Treatment

Motorcycle Product Guide
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Marine Product Guide

Wash/Pre-Clean
WIZARDS® Wash
Super Concentrate

Water Bandit™

Use like a Chamois

Protection
Shine Master™

Polish & Breathable Sealant

Mystic Spray Wax™

Slick Nano Wax Technology

Polished Metals
Metal Polish
Infused Cotton Cloth

Metal Renew™

Liquid Metal Polish

Power Seal™

All Metal Sealer

Windows/Windshield
Mist-N-Shine®

Professional Detailer

Algae Removal
Power Clean™

All Purpose Cleaner & Degreaser,
Quickly releases algae from hull

Interior
Power Clean™

All Purpose Cleaner & Degreaser,
Removes algae & mildew stains

Tire & Vinyl Shine™

Dressing and Protectant, conditions &
protects all vinyl seats, covers &
rubber trim

Exterior Defect Removal
Fading, Oxidation, Scratches,
Water Spots, Scum Line

Turbo Cut™

Time Release™ Compound

Mystic Cut™

Smart Abrasive Technology
Compound

Finish Cut™

No Swirls Compound

Quick Detail/Clean-Up
Mist-N-Shine®

Professional Detailer

Multi-Fiber™ Detail Cloth
Super Absorbent

Plush Microfiber Cloth
Borderless & Super Soft
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SURFACE
CONDITION

Neglected

Compound / Polish Protect / Seal

GELCOAT SURFACES

Marine Product Guide

PAINTED OR GELCOAT SURFACES

11044
Turbo Cut™

Compound

11203
Blended Wool Pad
1800-2000 RPM

11310
Foam Cut Pad

1500-2000 RPM

11039
Mystic Nano Wax™

01235
Mystic Spray 

Wax™

11009
Foam

Applicator Pad
By Hand

11420
Multi-Fiber™

Detail Cloth

Aggressor

Neglected

11048
Mystic Cut™

Compound

11203
Blended Wool Pad
1800-2000 RPM

11312
Foam Finish Pad

1000 RPM

Finisher

11310
Foam Cut Pad

1500-2000 RPM

Aggressor

Average

11040
Finish Cut™

Compound

11310
Foam Cut Pad

1500-2000 RPM

Aggressor

OPTIONAL:
Also use after

Turbo Cut™

Above

OR

11039
Mystic Nano Wax™

01235
Mystic Spray 

Wax™

11009
Foam

Applicator Pad
By Hand

11420
Multi-Fiber™

Detail Cloth

OR
OR

Average

11048
Mystic Cut™

Compound

11312
Foam Finish Pad

1000 RPM

Finisher

11310
Foam Cut Pad

1500-2000 RPM

Aggressor

Vinyl / Rubber Quick Detail / Clean-Up

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE

Pre-clean

11088
Power Clean™

Condition / Protect Gelcoat, Fiberglass, Paint, Chrome, Glass, etc.

11055
Tire & Vinyl Shine™

01214
Mist-N-Shine

Detailer®

01235
Mystic Spray 

Wax™

11420
Multi-Fiber™

Detail Cloth

11426
Plush

Microfiber Cloth

OR



"Heartland Customs only uses the finest products in the construction of our custom vehicles.  
Since we started using Wizards, it has consistently delivered a shine that not only outshines the 
competition, but enables us to get to the finish we 
require faster and easier."
           -Jeff Page, Heartland Customs

"Heartland Customs only uses the finest products in the construction of our custom vehicles.  
Since we started using Wizards, it has consistently delivered a shine that not only outshines the 
competition, but enables us to get to the finish we 
require faster and easier."
           -Jeff Page, Heartland Customs

"We use Wizards on all our vehicles 
(personal and business). We use 
Mist-n-Shine on paint, chrome, aluminum, 
and stainless steel to detail before a bike, 
car or truck goes out the door. 
Mist-n-Shine removes the static 
electricity so that light dust doesn’t cling 
to it. After we work on a vehicle, we use 
Wizards to remove fingerprints on all 
areas. Before a show, we always wipe 
down with Wizards Mist-n-Shine."
  -Gilby, Gilby’s Street Department

"We use Wizards on all our vehicles 
(personal and business). We use 
Mist-N-Shine on paint, chrome, aluminum, 
and stainless steel to detail before a bike, 
car or truck goes out the door. 
Mist-N-Shine removes the static 
electricity so that light dust doesn’t cling 
to it. After we work on a vehicle, we use 
Wizards to remove fingerprints on all 
areas. Before a show, we always wipe 
down with Wizards Mist-N-Shine."
  -Gilby, Gilby’s Street Department

"When it was time for me to find a product to help keep my truck's paint in check I did my research. I wanted 
to find a product that would be user friendly, simple and help me produce professional results. I kept being 
recommended to Wizards Products. I decided to go with the Big Throw dual action orbital polisher. 
This machine helps me get awesome results in such a minimal amount of time. The biggest advantage for me 
is being able to do it myself; I save money and don't have to trust someone else with my vehicle. 
Thanks Wizards for making it shine!"            -Humberto Ortiz, Vulcan Specialties

"When it was time for me to find a product to help keep my truck's paint in check I did my research. I wanted 
to find a product that would be user friendly, simple and help me produce professional results. I kept being 
recommended to Wizards Products. I decided to go with the Big Throw dual action orbital polisher. 
This machine helps me get awesome results in such a minimal amount of time. The biggest advantage for me 
is being able to do it myself; I save money and don't have to trust someone else with my vehicle. 
Thanks Wizards for making it shine!"            -Humberto Ortiz, Vulcan Specialties



AUTOMOTIVE, MOTORCYCLE, AVIATION & MARINE since 1986.

WIZARDS FIELD GUIDE
DATA SHEETS

All Wizards Products are compliant with current VOC and Prop 65 regulations.
Labels display GHS warnings and pictograms as required for professional use.
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DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® MIST-N-SHINE® is a unique professional detailer 
that is quick and easy to use. MIST-N-SHINE® cleans the 
surface, leaving behind a slippery, high gloss finish with depth. 
This product is very effective when applied to painted, 
chrome, glass and other hard surfaces, both new and old. 
MIST-N-SHINE® is the ideal product to use between waxes.

BENEFITS:
MIST-N-SHINE® is a quick and easy to use, non-streaking 
product that does not leave behind a dust or film residue. 
MIST-N-SHINE® works well on any surface, even when applied 
in direct sunlight. This product will lift dust, bugs, fingerprints 
and minor surface imperfections. MIST-N-SHINE® contains no 
wax, silicone, harmful abrasives or petroleum solvents and is 
the preferred detailing product used by body shops and 
professional detailers to remove buffing residue and finish the 
job for delivery.

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION

WizardsProducts.com

PROFESSIONAL DETAILER
MIST-N-SHINE®

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 MIST-N-SHINE® contains no wax, silicone
   or petroleum solvents.

 Quickly and easily removes dust, bugs,
   fingerprints and minor surface imperfections.

 Creates a clean, slippery, high gloss finish
   with depth.

 Can be used on any hard surface.

 MIST-N-SHINE® does not contain harmful 
   abrasives that may scratch or mar surfaces.

 Excellent for use as a lubricant with clay bars.

 Anti-Static / Anti-Streak.

HOW TO USE:
Make sure the surface is free of any heavy 
abrasive particles that could scratch. Shake 
product lightly. Spray MIST-N-SHINE® directly 
onto the surface; do not saturate. 
Use a clean, dry, folded towel (MULTI-FIBER™ 
CLOTH #11420) and spread out evenly. Flip the 
cloth to the dry side and buff to a high gloss.

HINT: For best results with no streaks or 
smears, always use an absorbent microfiber 
cloth and avoid mixing products on the 
working surface. If you mix products or 
overuse MIST-N-SHINE® you may end up with 
an oily film. Simply use WIPE DOWN™ #01220 
or wash the vehicle with WIZARDS® WASH 
#11077 to remove the film.

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. 22208, 8 fl. oz - 237 ml, 12/case - Net Wt. 8 lbs.
Part No. 01214, 22 fl. oz. - 650 ml, 12/case - Net Wt. 21 lbs.
Part No. 01217, 1 Gal - 3.785 liters, 4/case - Net Wt. 35 lbs.
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DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® WIPE DOWN™ is a no-gloss, dual-purpose product. 
Automotive and motorcycle detailers use the product to quickly 
remove dust, fingerprints, road grime and oily residue from all 
matte finishes. Body shop technicians find WIPE DOWN™ 
indispensable for removing oil and dust residue generated when 
buffing. 

BENEFITS:
Matte finishes require a special matte detailer. WIPE DOWN™ is 
specifically formulated as a no-shine quick cleaner for all matte 
finishes, including suede, denim, satin primer, powder coat and 
all flat clears. WIPE DOWN™ can be used to remove streaks and 
smears from painted surfaces caused by the overuse of waxes, 
glazes, and detailers. WIPE DOWN™ is used by body shop 
professionals to remove oily residue during compounding. This 
allows the user to see what stage the project is in. By removing 
the oily film, the user can eliminate missed areas and finish the 
panels, eliminating the need to re-buff after washing the vehicle.

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION

WizardsProducts.com

MATTE PAINT DETAILER
WIPE DOWNTM

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 WIPE DOWN™ contains no wax, silicone or
   petroleum solvents. 

 No-shine detailer for all matte finishes,
   including suede, denim, satin primer, powder
   coat and all flat clears. 

 Removes streaks and smears from over use
   of waxes, glazes, and detailers.

 Removes oil and dust residue generated by
   compounding and buffing. This eliminates
   having to re-buff missed areas because of
   sand scratches being masked by residue.

 Use as a spot wash between compound
   steps to remove abrasive dust. Doing this
   eliminates pulling coarser abrasive into the
   finishing steps.

 Removes oily film and residue.

 Safe for all paint systems and all hard
   surfaces such as glass and chrome.

HOW TO USE:
Spray onto surface to be cleaned. Spread out 
evenly, using a folded MULTI-FIBER™ CLOTH 
#11420. Wipe firmly to pick up dust, dirt, 
fingerprints, oily film and residue. Flip cloth to 
dry side and buff dry.

HINT: If a shiny, high gloss and slick feel is 
desired, use MIST-N-SHINE® Detailer #01214, 
SHINE MASTER™ Polish and Sealant #11033
or MYSTIC SPRAY WAX™ #01235.

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. 01220, 22 fl. oz. - 650 ml, 12/case - Net Wt. 21 lbs.
Part No. 01227, 1 Gal - 3.785 liters, 4/case - Net Wt. 35 lbs.
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DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® MYSTIC SPRAY WAX™ is a synthetic wax innovation 
derived through Nano Polymer Technology, which delivers the 
best attributes in a surface care “protection” treatment. This 
formulation breakthrough provides cleaning, gloss, extreme 
slickness and lasting durability far beyond outdated carnauba 
and traditional waxes. Outstanding results can be achieved 
on all types of paint, glass, chrome, fiberglass and ceramic 
coatings.

BENEFITS:
MYSTIC SPRAY WAX™ provides superior paint protection with 
the convenience of a detail spray. Easy application eliminates 
hazing or hard rubbing to apply or remove and leaves no 
abrasive scratching or white residue. It performs equally well 
on hard surfaces such as chrome, plastics and fiberglass, and 
is compatible with today’s advanced clears as a stand-alone, 
wax extender or ceramic boost. This product will lift dust, 
bugs, fingerprints and minor surface contaminants. Multiple 
coats build depth of gloss and extended protection.

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION

WizardsProducts.com

DURABLE SPRAY WAX / CERAMIC BOOST
MYSTIC SPRAY WAXTM

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 Contains no petroleum solvents or abrasives.

 Best in class spray wax – detailer – dry wash.

 Ceramic boost.

 Instant bonding to paint, chrome, glass,
   fiberglass or any hard surface.

 Relentless water beading, wash after wash.

 Extremely slick protective finish, adding
   gloss, depth and clarity with each application.

 Pleasant fragrance.

HOW TO USE:
Shake lightly and for best results use with a 
WIZARDS® MULTI-FIBER™ CLOTH #11420. 
A cool surface works best and paint should be 
in good condition. Spray onto a small section 
at a time, wiping evenly with a folded 
MULTI-FIBER™ CLOTH, then flip cloth to 
remove before drying, or follow immediately 
with a second, folded, MULTI-FIBER™ CLOTH. 
Never allow surface to dry without wiping. If 
streaking or smearing occurs, you most likely 
are using an inferior cloth. MYSTIC SPRAY 
WAX™ is an extremely durable product; you will 
be amazed at how long it protects.

NOTE: This product should not be sprayed in 
direct proximity to painting operations.

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. 01233, 8 fl. oz - 237 ml, 12/case - Net Wt. 8 lbs.
Part No. 01235, 22 fl. oz. - 650 ml, 12/case - Net Wt. 21 lbs.
Part No. 01237, 1 Gal - 3.785 liters, 4/case - Net Wt. 35 lbs.
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DESCRIPTION:
MYSTIC CLAY™ (detailing clay) is a non-abrasive, pliable, 
plastic resin bar that can be used to eliminate paint surface 
contaminants not removed by normal washing, polishing or 
waxing. These visible and invisible particles, usually a result of 
brake dust, industrial fallout or pollutants, attach and can cause 
paint to become dull and rough to the touch. 

BENEFITS:
Exclusive U.S. formula provides the right texture, flexibility and 
cleaning allowing the user to restore almost any surface to a 
like new feel without scratching (if used properly as directed). 
MYSTIC CLAY™ is a fast and easy way to make your paint 
smooth by removing all surface contaminants without buffing 
compounds or harsh chemicals. Polishing and waxing becomes 
an easier task with much brighter results, including gloss, 
extended durability and environmental resistance. MYSTIC 
CLAY™ is great for use on fresh overspray. It can be reshaped, 
formed and molded to many new shapes giving it much more 
area to grab particles and not load up. 

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION
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MAKES PAINT SMOOTH
MYSTIC CLAYTM

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 Pliable, flexible and easy to reshape. 

 Makes paint smooth without buffing. 

 U.S. manufactured / medium cut.

 Use as a pre-wax cleaner avoiding abrasives.

 Removes surface debris not removed by
   normal washing: brake dust, industrial fallout,
   tree sap, overspray.

 Extends wax protection and durability.

 2 individually wrapped bars for convenience.

 Re-usable with extended shelf life; bars will
   not harden, crumble or become mushy.

HOW TO USE:
Wash and dry surface to remove all dirt and 
loose debris. Alternative dry wash method: use 
MIST-N-SHINE® Detailer #01214 and wipe dry 
with WIZARDS® MULTI-FIBER™ CLOTH #11420.

HINT: MYSTIC CLAY™ will not work on a hot 
or dry surface. Never reuse clay if dropped 
onto the ground; attached dirt may scratch and 
damage your paint. Spray MIST-N-SHINE® onto 
a small section to wet area and provide a 
lubricant to glide MYSTIC CLAY™ across 
surface without sticking, grabbing or marring. 
Using light pressure, remove contaminants by 
rubbing MYSTIC CLAY™ over lubricated area 
until smooth. Reapply as needed to proceed, 
moving clay in circular or back and forth 
motion. Before cleaned area dries, wipe dry to 
a smooth and glossy finish using a clean 
MULTI-FIBER™ CLOTH #11420. To add 
protection to your new smooth surface, apply 
SHINE MASTER™ Polish & Sealant #11033 or 
MYSTIC NANO WAX™ #11039.

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. 10023 2 - 60 Gram bars (120 Grams Total)
12/case - Net Wt. 1,440 Grams (3.17 lbs)

Mystic Clay Kit (3 pieces) Part No. 10027
Mystic Clay™ 30 Grams, Mist-N-Shine® 2 fl. oz, Gold Multi-Fiber™ Cloth 16x16
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DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® METAL POLISH is a simple to use, fast-cut polish 
that cleans, brightens and protects all types of metal surfaces*. 
This special high gloss formula is injected into the purest 
grade surgical cotton cloth and sealed tightly to retain its 
freshness. METAL POLISH gives excellent results when 
used on: aluminum, chrome*, stainless, brass, copper, gold*, 
bronze, pewter, silver*, coated wheels and magnesium. 
METAL POLISH is great for many markets: automotive, 
motorcycle, trucking, marine, aviation, household and more.

BENEFITS:
WIZARDS® METAL POLISH is a surface cleaner that is safe, 
quick and easy to use. This product is second to none with its 
cutting action and mirror-like gloss finish. It removes tarnish, 
corrosion, brake dust, oxidation, tar and other hard-to-remove 
surface imperfections. METAL POLISH will never cake up 
during application and keeps polishing when others stop. 
METAL POLISH has been formulated not to dull or scratch 
metal finishes. Just a 2" piece of the treated cotton goes a 
long way, making METAL POLISH very economical to use.

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION
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THE MAGIC IS IN THE CLOTH™
METAL POLISH

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 High gloss, mirror-like finish.

 Fast cut.

 Easy to use.

 A small piece goes a long way.

 Brightens aluminum instantly.

 Gentle abrasive polishes without scratching.

 Use on the following: aluminum, chrome*,
   stainless, brass, copper, gold*, bronze,
   pewter, silver*, coated wheels and 
   magnesium.

 Safe on clear coated wheels.

* Not recommended for use on thinly plated
gold, plated silver or show chrome. For these 
metals, use MIST-N-SHINE® Detailer #01214 
with the MULTI-FIBER™ CLOTH #11420.

HOW TO USE:
Tear off a 2 inch piece of infused cotton. Polish 
small areas moving back and forth; soft metals 
will turn black. Wipe off the excess polish using 
a microfiber cloth, flip cloth and buff to a high 
gloss.

HINT: For added protection against tarnish, 
rust and corrosion and to reduce the need for 
frequent polishings, apply  POWER SEAL™ 
#11021. 

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. 11011, 3.0 oz. by weight, 12/case - Net Wt. 4 lbs.
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LIQUID METAL POLISH
METAL RENEWTM

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 Fast cut application.  

 Easy to apply and remove.

 Brightens aluminum instantly.

 Leaves a high-gloss, mirror-like finish.

 Gentle abrasive polishes without scratching.

 Liquid formula is better for large areas or for
   use with METAL BUFF™ KIT #11099 and
   MINI-BUFFING SYSTEM™ #11250.

* Not recommended for thinly plated metals or 
show chrome. Always test product on a small 
inconspicuous area before full application. 
For show chrome, use MIST-N-SHINE® #01214 
with the MULTI-FIBER™ CLOTH #11420.

     *WARNING - This product can expose you 
to chemicals including diethanolamine, which 
is known to the state of California to cause 
cancer. For more information, visit
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

HOW TO USE:
Shake bottle well. Apply METAL RENEW™ to a 
cool surface using a clean cloth. For quick 
touch-ups or for maintenance, just rub and buff 
to a  brilliant shine. For tarnish and oxidation 
removal, work small areas at a time, applying 
pressure to achieve desired results. Wipe off 
residue, wet or dry, using a clean, dry towel, 
replacing towel as necessary.

HINT: For added protection against tarnish, 
rust and corrosion and to reduce the need for 
frequent polishings, apply POWER SEAL™ 
#11021.

DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® METAL RENEW™ is an easy-to-use liquid polish that will 
restore, shine and protect most types of metal surfaces*. 
This product is designed to give the highest luster 
possible requiring the least amount of effort. 

BENEFITS:
METAL RENEW™ will melt away rust,
tarnish and oxidation, leaving behind
a high-gloss protective finish. It is 
excellent for restoring and maintaining 
a “like new” look on neglected wheels, 
exhaust parts, accessories, truck tanks,
marine bright work, motorcycle 
components, household items and more. 
Use METAL RENEW™ to brighten aluminum, stainless steel, brass, 
bronze, copper, nickel, magnesium, chrome*, silver*, and gold*.

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION

WIZARDS® METAL BUFFS™ can be used with WIZARDS® 
METAL RENEW™ for fast, effective power polishing 
on all metal surfaces. ¼” shank fits most electric 
and air drills.

WIZARDS® Metal Buff Kit - Part No. 11099
Includes 1 each; 
11091: 3” Mushroom Buff. Soft, finish polishing
11092: 2” Tapered Buff. General use cutting and for
             tight and uneven areas.
11093: 1.5” Non-Tapered Buff. General use cutting
             and for oxidation and scratch removal.
11094: 1.5” Felt Bob. Cutting and oxidation removal.

WIZARDS METAL BUFFS KIT

WizardsProducts.com

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. 11020, 8 fl. oz. - 237 ml, 12/case - Net Wt. 8 lbs.
Part No. 11032, 32 fl. oz - 946 ml, 6/case - Net Wt. 15 lbs.
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DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® POWER SEAL™ is an easy-to-use liquid sealant that 
preserves the beauty of polished metals against corrosives 
such as ordinary air, humidity, water spray and road 
contaminants such as salt and lime. A bonus with POWER 
SEAL™ is that it buffs to a long-lasting, slippery, high-gloss 
finish that will maintain the shine and protect all types of metal 
surfaces*. This product is designed to give the highest luster 
possible requiring the least amount of effort. 

BENEFITS:
POWER SEAL™ transfers an acrylic, environmental shield to 
metal surfaces that resists tarnishing and retains the 
high-gloss look. The use of POWER SEAL™ will greatly reduce 
the need for constant metal polishing. POWER SEAL™ is 
suitable for all metals such as aluminum, stainless steel, brass, 
bronze, copper, nickel, magnesium, chrome, silver, and gold. 
This product is excellent at protecting the finish of wheels, 
exhaust parts, accessories, truck tanks, marine bright work, 
motorcycle components and many decorative household 
items such as lamps and accessories.

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION
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SEALS & PROTECTS ALL METALS
POWER SEALTM

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 Seals and protects chrome and all metals. 

 Micro-polishes to a long lasting, slippery,
   high-gloss shine.

 Easy to use liquid formula.

 Creates an acrylic shield to resist tarnish and
   corrosion.

 Never scratches or etches the surface.

 Significantly reduces the need for frequent
   metal polishing.

* POWER SEAL™ is not a substitute for a metal 
polish, but will work as a micro-polish to be 
used on sensitive or easily scratched metals.

     *WARNING - This product can expose you 
to chemicals including diethanolamine, which 
is known to the state of California to cause 
cancer. For more information, visit
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

HOW TO USE:
Shake bottle well. Apply POWER SEAL™ to a 
clean, cool metal surface using a clean cloth. 
Rub firmly into metal using a back-and-forth 
motion. Let dry and buff to a slippery, high 
gloss. Re-apply as needed.

HINT: After application and buffing, avoid 
getting wet for 24-48 hours; product will 
continue to cure to develop full metal sealing 
and protection.

To polish metal before using POWER SEAL™, 
we recommend METAL POLISH #11011 or 
METAL RENEW™ #11020. 

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. 11021, 8 fl. oz. - 237 ml, 12/case - Net Wt. 7 lbs.
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DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® SCRATCH REMOVER is a safe alternative to using 
harsh (traditional) rubbing compounds to remove minor 
scratches, swirls, water spots and hazing caused by washing, 
mishaps, sun fading or neglect. This gentle but effective 
polishing agent will safely restore faded paint, clears and most 
plastics, and will refresh ceramic coatings that can also become 
scratched and water spotted with age. Fast results can be 
achieved for the professional and do-it-yourself enthusiasts for 
auto, motorcycle, marine or any vehicle hard surface needing to 
be restored.

BENEFITS:
SCRATCH REMOVER can be used with rotary, orbital DA or 
hand application to quickly restore color and gloss by removing 
scratches, scuffs, hazing, water spots and sun fading on vehicle 
surfaces. It also works as a pre-wax cleaner for easier 
application and longer lasting wax protection.

SCRATCH REMOVER is NOT a quick fix cover-up that will wash 
off or temporarily hide marks on paint. Hard rubbing by hand or 
machine buffing may be required to remove the imperfections 
permanently.

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION
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SCRATCH & SWIRL REMOVER
SCRATCH REMOVER

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 Gently removes minor scratches, swirls, water
   spots and restores shine.
 Safe for all types of paint, clear coats, ceramic
   coatings, fiberglass and most plastics. 
 Removes oxidation to restore headlight clarity
   on moderately faded headlight lenses.
 Excellent pre-wax cleaner creating a smooth
   flat surface.
 Safely restores all paint colors.
 Not a cover-up that washes off.

HOW TO USE:
Always apply to a clean, cool, dry surface. 
Hand Application: Apply SCRATCH REMOVER 
to a small folded cloth and rub into area with a 
firm back-and-forth motion until the area is 
restored. Reapply as necessary. Machine 
Application: Apply SCRATCH REMOVER 
generously to pad or surface, working one 
small area at a time. Apply pressure to speed 
up the process, moving slowly and reapplying 
as needed. For fastest results use a buffer, 
polisher, or power tool with a wool pad to 
level quickly, then finishing with foam for 
the best shine. Using a drill with WIZARDS® 
MINI-BUFFING SYSTEM™ #11250 is a safe way 
for quick scratch removal.

HINT: Always finish with SHINE MASTER™ 
Polish #11033 or MYSTIC NANO WAX™ #11039 
to micro finish and bring out extreme gloss and 
protection.

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. 11031, 8 fl. oz. - 237 ml, 12/case - Net Wt. 7 lbs.
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DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® SHINE MASTER™ is a simple to use cleaner, polish 
and breathable sealant that assures users of a show-quality 
gloss and long term durability. Developed to remove swirl 
marks, fine line scratches and light oxidation. For use by 
hand or machine on new or aged paint finishes – factory, 
custom – foreign or domestic.

BENEFITS:
SHINE MASTER™ is recommended as a wax replacement, swirl 
mark remover and finishing glaze for use by hand or machine. 
It contains a special polymer blend that creates an impressive 
high gloss on all types of paint; single stage urethanes, 
medium/high solid clears, acrylic enamels and original factory 
lacquers. This unique blend will provide excellent surface 
protection without slowing the paint curing process (see paint 
manufacturer's recommended drying time). SHINE MASTER™ 
dries quickly, buffs off easily and leaves no greasy film or 
powder residue. This product is not water soluble so it won't 
wash away like most hand glazes.

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION
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POLISH & BREATHABLE SEALANT
SHINE MASTERTM

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 Show quality gloss. 
 Additional coats add even more gloss.
 Removes swirls.
 Easy on - easy off.
 Durable polymer protection.
 Safe for freshly painted surfaces.
 Use on all types of paint.
 Use by hand or machine.
 No wax or free silicones.
 No greasy residue.
 No streaks or smears.
 Removes light oxidation without heavy
    abrasives.

HOW TO USE:
Make sure painted surfaces are clean, cool and 
dry. For the best performance, always shake 
product well before each use. Apply a moderate 
amount of product to clean cloth or foam 
applicator pad. Apply evenly using a smooth 
front to back or circular motion. Buff off with a 
clean, soft dry cloth. For high speed buffing, 
buff wet to dry at 1000 RPM. For DA use 
medium speed # 3 or 4.

HINT: If compound buffing is needed, use 
MYSTIC CUT™ Smart Abrasive Compound 
#11048 or TURBO CUT™ Time Release™ 
Compound #11044 or FINISH CUT™ No Swirls™ 
Compound #11040. Then use SHINE MASTER™ 
Polish and Breathable™ Sealant as the final step 
in the buffing process.

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. 11033, 16 fl. oz. - 473 ml, 12/case - Net Wt. 14 lbs.
Part No. 11036, 1 Gal - 3.785 liters, 4/case - Net Wt. 36 lbs.
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DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® MYSTIC NANO WAX™ is an easy to use synthetic 
wax, blended with high gloss and cross-linking polymers for a 
durable protective coating. This micro emulsion technology, 
combined with high tech Nano polishing powder, assures 
superior gloss, extremely fine (micro) scratch removal and 
strong resistance to environment and weather. Safe and 
recommended for use by hand, machine (orbital D/A or rotary), 
on all paint/clear types, new, custom or original. 

BENEFITS:
Exclusive MYSTIC NANO WAX™ gives your paint an “Ultra 
Finish” with the extreme gloss, slickness and protection 
benefits of synthetic Nano wax polymers. Safe results on ALL 
paint/clear types, new or aged. Use as a stand-alone wax, 
show glaze, or finishing/waxing step using “WIZARDS 21 HD™” 
Big Throw Orbital Polisher. No dusting, and non-abrasive to 
the softest and most sensitive paint/clears, especially black. 
“Best In Class” finishes can be achieved with MYSTIC NANO 
WAX™ in combination with the WIZARDS® GRAY FOAM 
FINISHING PAD when used with all Orbital D/A polishers. 
Micro polishing can be achieved by hand with additional 
rubbing if needed, but with no threat to scratching fresh paint. 
A dampened cloth with a small amount of 
MYSTIC NANO WAX™ will quickly and 
easily remove water spots 
from ceramic coatings, 
and increase slickness.

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION
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SUPER SLICK NANO WAX TECHNOLOGY
MYSTIC NANO WAXTM

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 Extreme Gloss & Slickness. 

 Additional coats add even more gloss.

 Very easy on – easy off.

 Hand application.

 Orbital D/A application.

 No greasy residue.

 No streaks or smears.

 Safe on all paint/clears.

 Safe on ceramic coatings.

 Part of SSR Kit*.

HOW TO USE:
Hand application: Apply to a cool clean surface 
with foam applicator pad. Spread out thinly, 
one section at a time, then immediately remove 
residue with a quality WIZARDS® MICROFIBER 
CLOTH, before or after light haze.

WIZARDS 21 HD™ BIG THROW 
ORBITAL POLISHER: 
Application: Apply MYSTIC NANO WAX™ 
generously to full face of WIZARDS® GRAY 
FOAM FINISHING PAD #11605. Hold pad flat 
to surface and spread across a 2’x2’ section 
using light pressure with 3-4 slow passes.  
Add drops of product to proceed once pad is 
wet. Clean face of pad with WIZARDS® PAD 
CONDITIONING BRUSH #11231 as needed.

* SSR KIT: Scratch & Swirl Removal Kit
A simple “Best-in-Class” 3-pad/2-product 
system. WIZARDS® #99121.

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. 11039, 8 fl. oz. - 237 ml, 12/case - Net Wt. 8 lbs.
Part No. 11030, 32 fl. oz - 946 ml, 6/case - Net Wt. 15 lbs.
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DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® TURBO CUT™ is an aggressive compound 
designed for machine or hand application. It is recommended 
for removing 1200 grit or finer sand scratches (or similar sized 
finish imperfections) from new or aged paint finishes – factory, 
custom - foreign or domestic. 

BENEFITS:
TURBO CUT™ buffing compound will quickly and easily 
remove 1200 and finer grit sand scratches from fresh or aged 
finishes. This unique formula features an exclusive time 
release abrasive which starts out aggressively and, as you 
work, becomes less aggressive quickly creating a smoother 
finish. 

TURBO CUT™ is fast acting to restore dead paint, 
fiberglass and marine gelcoat, while remaining user friendly. 
The compound provides an incredible gloss without the 
headaches of excess dust, slinging, sticking, staining or 
gummed up and blocked pads. It levels to a smooth 4000 grit, 
non-oily, non-greasy finish. TURBO CUT™ will clean up fast 
and easy by wiping with a towel or rinsing with water.
Not recommended for
Orbital DA Polishers. 

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION
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TIME RELEASE COMPOUND
TURBO CUTTM

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 TURBO CUT™ contains no wax, silicone or
   crystalline silica. 
 Removes 1200 & 1500 grit sand scratches &
   similar size paint defects. 
 Restores fiberglass and gelcoat.
 Cuts smoothly and quickly.
 Will not stick, sling or load up pads.
 Water-based for easy clean-up without
   staining.
 Will not stain or etch painted surfaces.

HOW TO USE:
Start with a clean cool surface, apply 
generously, buff/spread in a 2’x2’ area, run 
rotary buffer at 1400-2200 RPM. Use BLENDED 
WOOL PAD #11203 and avoid fast back and 
forth buffing. Continue with FINISH CUT™ 
#11040 using WHITE FOAM PAD #11310. Then 
continue with GRAY FINISHING PAD #11312 at 
1,000 RPM. Detail to a super gloss with 
MIST-N-SHINE® #01214 and MULTI-FIBER 
Cloth #11420.

HINT: For best results use our BLENDED 
WOOL PAD #11203. For the fastest cut use our 
FAST CUT WOOL PAD #11201. Follow up with 
FINISH CUT™ #11040 and the WHITE FOAM 
CUTTING PAD #11310. Remove residue to 
inspect surface using WIPE DOWN™ #01220. 
For maximum protection use SHINE MASTER™ 
Polish and Breathable™ Sealant #11033 with the 
BLUE ULTRA FINISHING PAD #11314 or by 
hand. 

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. 11044, 32 fl. oz. - 946 ml, 12/case - Net Wt. 17 lbs.
Part No. 11043, 1 Gal - 3.785 liters, 4/case - Net Wt. 44 lbs.
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DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® FINISH CUT™ is a medium to fine, No Swirls 
Compound designed for machine or hand application. It is 
recommended for removing 2000 grit or finer sand scratches 
(or similar sized finish imperfections) from new or aged paint 
finishes – factory, custom - foreign or domestic. Also performs 
excellently as a machine glaze with GRAY FOAM FINISHING 
PAD #11312. 

BENEFITS:
FINISH CUT™ is a light buffing compound that levels 2000 and 
finer grit sand scratches from fresh paint and clears, leaving a 
swirl-free, show gloss finish. Depending on color, type and age 
of paint, FINISH CUT™ (when used with the blended wool pad 
#11203) can be used as a one step product to cut and finish 
with superior results. This is made possible by the use of a 
series of nonrigid abrasives that provide excellent initial leveling 
action and slowly become less aggressive while buffing. 
In addition, the proper choice and use of pads for each job will 
determine the amount of cut and the degree of desired shine. 
Using one product with 2 or 3 different pads proves to be faster 
and less expensive and minimizes dust, dirt and contamination. 
Not recommended for
Orbital DA Polishers. 

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION
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NO SWIRLS COMPOUND
FINISH CUTTM

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 FINISH CUT™ contains no wax, silicone or
   crystalline silica. 
 Levels 2000 grit or finer sand scratches.
 Excellent machine glaze. 
 No swirls, show gloss buffing on most
   colors and clear coats, fresh or aged.
 Brightens dull finishes, removes scratches
   and heavy overspray.
 Water based system for easy cleanup.

HOW TO USE:
Start with a clean cool surface, apply 
generously, slowly buff/spread in a 2’x2’ area. 
Increase rotary buffer to 1400-2200 RPM. 
For the best cut use BLENDED WOOL PAD 
#11203 and avoid fast back and forth buffing. 
Continue with WHITE FOAM CUTTING PAD 
#11310. Finish buffing with GRAY FINISHING 
PAD #11312 at 1,000 RPM. Finish to a super 
gloss with MIST-N-SHINE® #01214 and a 
MULTI-FIBER CLOTH #11420.

HINT: For best results use our BLENDED 
WOOL PAD #11203. Follow with the WHITE 
FOAM CUTTING PAD #11310 or the GRAY 
FOAM FINISHING PAD #11312. Remove 
residue to inspect surface using WIPE DOWN™ 
Detailer #01220. For maximum protection and 
high gloss, use SHINE MASTER™ Polish and 
Breathable™ Sealant #11033 as the final step.

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. 11040, 32 fl. oz. - 946 ml, 6/case - Net Wt. 15 lbs.
Part No. 11041, 1 Gal - 3.785 liters, 4/case - Net Wt. 36 lbs.
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DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® MYSTIC CUT™ is a fast cutting compound 
formulated with exclusive Smart Abrasive Technology for the 
new scratch resistant and hard to buff medium and high solid 
clears. Recommended for 1200/1500/2000 grit sand scratch 
removal, without heavy swirling, powdering or dusting. 
Outstanding results are realized on ALL paint/clear types, 
fresh or aged. 

BENEFITS:
Progressive cutting can be achieved on all hard to buff clears 
without scratching, swirling or leaving holograms. MYSTIC 
CUT™ will cut through 1200 and finer grit sand scratches on all 
types of paint finishes; scratch resistant, med/high solid 
clears, factory, custom – foreign or domestic. With Super 
Nano abrasives, MYSTIC CUT™ Compound will not throw 
abrasive splatter that can cause surface scratching on 
adjacent panels. MYSTIC CUT™ can also be used successfully 
for most basic buffing jobs, such as quickly removing car 
wash scratches and deep swirls found on neglected vehicles. 
Cutting speed, aggressiveness and final gloss can be adjusted 
by proper pad choice coupled 
with buffer speed and 
operator technique.

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION
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COMPOUND
MYSTIC CUTTM

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 No wax, silicone or crystalline silica. 
 Progressive cutting action; smooth and
   quick leveling of 1200/1500/2000 grit sand
   scratches on ALL paint/clear types, fresh 
   or aged.
 Versatile use with high speed rotary, dual
   action orbital polisher or by hand.
 Exclusive Super Nano abrasives will not
   scratch, swirl or leave holograms.
 Extreme show gloss finishing, easily
   achieved with proper pad choice.
 No dusting, no grit, water based system for
   fast and easy clean up.

HOW TO USE:
Starting with a clean, cool surface, apply MYSTIC 
CUT™ generously, slowly buff/spread in a 2’x2’ 
area. Then increase to run rotary buffer at 
1400-2200 RPM. For the best cut to remove 
scratches without hazing, use a WIZARDS® 
BLENDED WOOL PAD #11203. Continue with a 
WIZARDS® WHITE FOAM CUTTING PAD #11310.
Finish by buffing with a WIZARDS® GRAY 
FINISHING PAD #11312 at 1,000 RPM. For 
extremely soft paint continue with WIZARDS® 
BLUE ULTRA-FINISHING PAD #11314 using 
MYSTIC CUT™ or MYSTIC POLISH #11047. 
Detail finish to a super gloss with MIST-N-SHINE®  
#01214 and MULTI-FIBER CLOTH #11420, or 
MYSTIC NANO WAX #11030 by hand or with a DA 
polisher such as WIZARDS® 21 HD™ BIG THROW.

HINT: MYSTIC CUT™ gives you fast cutting 
action and extreme gloss finishing by simply 
changing pads from Cut-Polish/Finish. Your pad 
choice will determine the speed of cut and degree 
of gloss without fine pad scratches.

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. 11038, 8 fl. oz. - 237 ml, 12/case - Net Wt. 7 lbs.
Part No. 11048, 32 fl. oz. - 946 ml, 6/case - Net Wt. 15 lbs.
Part No. 11052, 1 Gal - 3.785 liters, 4/case - Net Wt. 37 lbs.
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DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® MYSTIC POLISH™ is a Machine Glaze formulated 
with exclusive Smart Abrasive Technology; developed to 
remove swirls, pad marks and light scratches on the new 
scratch resistant and hard to buff, medium and high solid clears. 
Recommended as a machine polish/glaze after compounding
or as a stand alone for light cut polishing needs. Outstanding 
results are realized on all types of paint/clears including OEM 
and customs without dusting or swirling. 

BENEFITS:
MYSTIC POLISH™ Machine Glaze quickly removes swirl marks, 
light scratches and minor defects from all color paint/clear, 
including black and dark colors. No need for a third product on 
dark colors using the WIZARDS® GRAY FOAM FINISHING PAD 
#11312 or the BLUE ULTRA FINISHING PAD #11314.  A deep 
and flawless finish can be achieved on all color med/high solids, 
scratch resistant, custom, and OEM finishes. MYSTIC POLISH™ 
can also be used effectively for most general light buffing jobs; 
such as removing car wash scratches and light swirls found on 
neglected vehicles. Cutting speed, aggressiveness and final 
gloss can be adjusted with proper 
pad choice coupled with buffer 
speed and operator 
technique.

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION

WizardsProducts.com

MACHINE GLAZE
MYSTIC POLISHTM

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 No wax, silicone or crystalline silica. 
 Quickly removes swirls and light scratches
   from sensitive and hard to buff paint/clears:
   scratch resistant and medium/high solids.
 Produces deep, flawless, vibrant finishes on
   all colors.
 Can be used with rotary buffer, orbital DA 
   or by hand.
 Exclusive Super Nano abrasive will not
   scratch, swirl or leave holograms.
 Extreme show gloss finishing is easily
   achieved with proper pad choices adjusted
   for paint type.
 Quick and easy clean water-based system.

HOW TO USE:
Always apply to clean, cool and dry surface. 
Run buffer at 1000 to 1500 RPM using a 
WIZARDS® GRAY FOAM FINISHING PAD #11312. 
On black/dark colors continue with the softer 
BLUE ULTRA FINISHING PAD #11314. (For orbital 
or D/A polisher apply product directly to pad. Set 
polisher at 3/5). Hold pad flat to the surface 
starting out slow, then speeding up applying light 
to medium pressure to remove swirls and fine 
scratches. Continue overlapping passes while 
moving slowly side to side. Reapply as needed 
but always lighten pressure on final passes and 
avoid dry buffing. Leave a slight wet film for final 
hand wipe down using a WIZARDS® 
MULTI-FIBER™ CLOTH #11420.

HINT: Do not use paper towels for the final wipe 
down after machine polishing. Spur/wash pads as 
needed. If you see small scratches after wiping 
down, you are using the wrong pad and/or cloth. For 
added gloss follow up with WIZARDS® 
MIST-N-SHINE® Detailer #01214 and a clean 
MULTI-FIBER™ CLOTH #11420.

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. 11047, 32 fl. oz - 946 ml, 6/case - Net Wt. 14 lbs.
Part No. 11050, 1 Gal - 3.785 liters, 4/case - Net Wt. 36 lbs.
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The Bodyshop System
Mystic Cut™

Smart Abrasive Technology Compound
Part No. 11048, 32 oz
Part No. 11038, 8 oz
Part No. 11052, 1 Gal

 All in one - cut, polish, finish - just 
   change pads. 
 Nano abrasives incorporate 
   progressive cutting action with no grit.
 Versatile formula – aggressive cut to 
   ultra finish application.
 Removes 1200 grit or finer sand scratches.
 Water-based for easy clean-up.
 No wax, silicone or crystalline silica.

Mystic Polish™

Smart Abrasive Technology/Machine Glaze
Part No. 11047, 32 oz
Part No. 11050, 1 Gal

 Nano abrasives incorporate progressive
   polishing action without swirls.
 Use as standalone polish or final step in 
   the buffing process.
 Quickly removes swirls, light scratches 
   and spider webbing.
 Water-based for easy clean-up.
 No wax, silicone or crystalline silica.

Turbo Cut™

Time Release™ Compound
Part No. 11044, 32 oz
Part No. 11043, 1 Gal

 Use on refinish paint, gelcoat, fiberglass
   and dead factory paint. 
 Removes 1200 grit or finer sand scratches.
 High gloss finishing on all surfaces.
 Water-based for easy clean-up.
 No wax, silicone or crystalline silica.

Finish Cut™

No Swirls Compound
Part No. 11040, 32 oz
Part No. 11041, 1 Gal

 Removes 2000 grit or finer sand scratches. 
 One-step finesse application on most
   fresh or aged finishes.
 Brightens dull finishes, removes scratches
   and overspray.
 Water-based for easy clean-up.
 No wax, silicone or crystalline silica.

Shine Master™ Polish
Part No. 11033, 16 oz
Part No. 11036, 1 Gal

 Use as a polish, swirl mark remover, or
   finish glaze.
 Easy on - easy off hand application.
 No free silicone or wax.
 Extreme gloss.
 Breathable protection for fresh paints.
 Won’t wash away like most hand glaze.

Mist-N-Shine®

Professional Detailer
Part No. 01214, 22 oz
Part No. 22208, 8 oz
Part No. 01217, 1 Gal

 Removes oil and dust residue from buffing. 
 Enhances gloss on refinish, factory and
   custom clears.
 Brightens all paint, fiberglass, chrome
   and glass.
 Contains no wax, solvents or silicone.
 Faster than polishing.
 Anti-static.
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POLISHING

Sand

P1200-1500

Compound / Polish Optional Glaze / Detail

WIZARDS® MYSTIC SYSTEM

Bodyshop System Application Guide

WIZARDS® CLASSIC SYSTEM

P1200-1500

11048
Mystic Cut™

Compound

11047
Mystic Polish™

Machine Glaze

11033
Shine Master™

Polish

01214
Mist-N-Shine®

Detail

11203
Blended Wool Pad
1800-2000 RPM

11312
Foam Finish Pad

1000 RPM

Finisher

11310
Foam Cut Pad

1500-2000 RPM

Aggressor

11044
Turbo Cut™

Compound

11040
Finish Cut™

Compound

11203
Blended Wool Pad
1800-2000 RPM

11312
Foam Finish Pad

1000 RPM

Finisher

11310
Foam Cut Pad

1500-2000 RPM

Aggressor

P2000-3000

OR OR

P2000-3000

Optional
Original

Pads

WIZARDS® BUFFING PADS

11048
Mystic Cut™

Compound

11312
Foam Finish Pad

1000 RPM

Finisher

11310
Foam Cut Pad

1500-2000 RPM

Aggressor

11314
Ultra Finish Pad

1000 RPM

Ultra

11009
Foam

Applicator
Pad

By Hand

11420
Multi-FIber

Cloth

11040
Finish Cut™

Compound

11203
Blended Wool Pad
1800-2000 RPM

11312
Foam Finish Pad

1000 RPM

Finisher

11310
Foam Cut Pad

1500-2000 RPM

11203
Blended Wool Pad

11312
Foam Finish Pad

11310
Foam Cut Pad

Aggressor

FINISHER

11314
Foam Ultra Finish Pad

ULTRA FINISHINGAGGRESSORCUTTING

OR

11033
Shine Master™

Polish

01214
Mist-N-Shine®

Detail

OR

11009
Foam

Applicator
Pad

By Hand

11420
Multi-FIber

Cloth

CUTTING SCALEMore Aggressive Less Aggressive

11201
Fast Cut Wool

11204
Foam Cut

11203
Blended Wool

CUTTING

11205
Foam Polish

11206
Foam Finish

POLISHING FINISHING
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If paint is fresh or of a soft nature 
and/or you choose to finish sand with 3000 grit or 
finer, you can start with the WIZARDS® WHITE FOAM 
CUTTING PAD #11310 at step #4 instead of the 
blended wool and then skip step #6.

5) Holding the pad flat to the surface, apply adequate 
pressure and keep the pad well saturated with 
MYSTIC CUT™ to remove scratches. DO NOT quickly 
whip the buffer back and forth over the entire panel. 
Work a small area at a time, slowly and thoroughly; 
move on only after scratches have been removed. 
Run the buffer at 1400 to 2200 RPM, and spur the 
pad as needed. This process gives the best initial cut 
with surface leveling and moves you into a high 
gloss stage.

6) For the next step, choose the WHITE FOAM 
CUTTING PAD #11310 using the same MYSTIC CUT™ 
Compound #11048. Buff again (working smaller 
areas) to eliminate all small marks that the wool 
blend pad may have left behind. This is the key to a 
super shine and real scratch removal.

7) Next, repeat process with WIZARDS® GRAY 
FINISHING PAD #11312 at 1,000 RPM. On this final 
pass use less product working mostly with the 
residue from the previous step once the pad is wet. 
Hold the pad very flat moving it slowly across the 
panel. For extremely soft (fresh) paint where you 
might see a slight haze, continue with WIZARDS® 
BLUE ULTRA FINISHING PAD #11314 using MYSTIC 
CUT™ or MYSTIC POLISH™ Machine Glaze #11047.

8) Clean up residue and detail finish to a super high 
gloss with MIST-N-SHINE® #01214 and a clean 
MULTI-FIBER CLOTH #11420.

WizardsProducts.com

#11314#11312

The Finisher Buffing Pad The Ultra Finishing Buffing Pad

HOW TO BUFF

Following the steps outlined below, WIZARDS® 
PRODUCTS will provide a super high gloss, show 
quality finish without just temporarily hiding 
scratches and swirl marks with masking oils. Yes, 
oils are used in all compounds for lubricity and to 
avoid burning, but the key is the premium powder 
we call Smart Abrasive Technology (SAT) that allows 
a wide range of cut-to-finish uses without gritty 
abrasives or the need for swirl removal treatments. 

1) Start with a clean surface; you cannot expect to 
remove swirls if dirt, compound dust, and residue 
(from a coarse compound) is pulled into the work 
area.

2) If wet or DA sanding is required to remove dust 
nibs or texture, always finish with 2000 grit (or finer) 
sandpaper, depending on the paint type and pad 
used on initial cutting.

3) Apply MYSTIC CUT™ Compound #11048 
generously to the panel. MYSTIC CUT’S SAT will do 
all the work so you won't be using a second or third 
product for this step; switching pads will give you 
cutting, polishing and finishing with one 
product.

4) Position the WIZARDS® BLENDED WOOL PAD 
#11203 on top of the MYSTIC CUT™ Compound and 
spread to work about a 2'x2' area. If the pad is new, 
it would be best to spur the pad to break it in 
(spur outdoors if possible using a metal spur or 
conditioning brush). Misting the new pad with water, 
waiting a minute and then spurring will minimize 
linting. More compound will be required to break in 
a new pad the first time it is used.

USING A ROTARY POLISHER

WizardsProducts.com

#11203 #11310

50/50 Blended Wool Cutting Pad The Aggressor Cutting Pad

WITHOUT SWIRLS
HOW TO BUFF

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION
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TEST MYSTIC CUT™ AGAINST 
COMPETITORS:
Compare MYSTIC CUT™ against other compounds 
for effective swirl removal and not just hiding 
scratches. First, buff a section with MYSTIC CUT™ as 
instructed above and mask it off. Spur your pad and 
buff with another brand of compound next to the 
masked area. Wipe each surface with a clean towel 
and alcohol of a 50% or 70% ratio. After drying, 
inspect under a light. You will quickly see which 
compound hides swirls and which one polishes out 
the swirls. This is what is revealed after washing 
away masking oils from inferior compounds.

 
When choosing pads, remember: wool pads cut 
faster, foam pads generally finish nicer. 

Slowing down on back and forth movements and 
buffing smaller areas at a time does not take longer. 
It produces superior results without going over the 
surface with two or three different compounds 
leaving scratches that are often temporarily covered 
up with heavy oils.

Your best tool is your eyes. Look closely at your 
work from different angles and complete one area 
before continuing on to the next (adding more 
product as needed). Do not buff with a dry pad; 
“dry buffing” will create swirls.

To protect the finish and extend a high-gloss, 
super-slick shine, apply SHINE MASTER™ Polish & 
Breathable Sealant #11033 to the surface using a 
clean foam applicator pad. To remove polish 
residue, use a clean foam pad or a microfiber cloth.

SHINE MASTER™ Polish should be applied thinly and 
evenly. It will dry fast and produce a super slick 
shine. You may apply more layers for a deeper shine 
and longer lasting protection.

*Dampening your applicator will allow for a thin 
application of polish. A foam applicator will glide easily, 
while microfiber or cloth applicators will polish more but 
drag a little more.

WizardsProducts.com

GENERAL BUFFING TIPS

WITHOUT SWIRLS - CONTINUED
HOW TO BUFF

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

CONTINUED

WizardsProducts.com

8 fl. oz. - 237 ml
Part No. 11038

12/case - Net Wt. 7 lbs.

1 Gallon - 3.785 liters
Part No. 11052

4/case - Net Wt. 37 lbs.

32 fl. oz. - 946 ml
Part No. 11048

6/case - Net Wt. 15 lbs.

MYSTIC CUT COMPOUND
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DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS 21 HD™ BIG THROW POLISHER is a dual action 
orbital polisher with a very effective 21mm stroke. This action 
of over ¾ inch (0.83") dwarfs all traditional orbital polishers with 
up to six times more pad-to-surface movement. This sleek 
ergonomic design with a balanced and powerful drive provides 
a faster, safer, and more productive way to address paint 
correction, remove swirls and achieve that perfect paint finish.

BENEFITS:
WIZARDS 21 HD™ BIG THROW POLISHER is a professional 
machine that can be used with minimal skill to produce perfect 
swirl-free results every time. Paint correction/scratch and swirl 
removal is now available to the average car enthusiast without 
the fear of burning, damaging or destroying their custom paint 
finish. 

Detail professionals can benefit by saving time generated by 
the use of a more effective system. Body shop professionals 
can save money by delegating the finishing step of buffing out 
a car to a beginner with little experience, and still deliver a 
vehicle without damage, swirls or customer comebacks.

*Optional: For the fastest initial cut, start with WOOL CUTTING PAD 
#11600. See DA application guide on page 37.

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION

WizardsProducts.com

BIG THROW POLISHER / DIY DUAL ACTION ORBITAL
WIZARDS 21 HDTM

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 Huge 21mm Orbit with Dual Action 
 Precision Balanced
 900W 7.5A 
 EZ Start /No Delay Trigger
 Lightweight, only 6.4 lbs
 Constant Torque /Speed Control
 1-6 Speed Dial
 1800 to 4800 OPM
 Durable 20' Cord
 Includes 6" Backing Plate
 Includes Wizards Tote Bag

HOW TO USE:
Guaranteed Results when used with SSR Kit 
#99121. This “Scratch & Swirl Removal” Kit 
includes 8 oz. MYSTIC CUT™ Compound, 8 oz. 
MYSTIC NANO WAX™, 6” MICROFIBER 
CUTTING PAD, 6” POLISHING PAD, 6” 
FINISHING PAD and a Pad Conditioning Brush.

1) Apply MYSTIC CUT™ generously to full face of 
WIZARDS® MICROFIBER CUTTING PAD #11601. 
Hold pad flat to surface and spread across a 2'x2' 
section using light pressure with 3-4 slow passes 
overlapping by 75%, run speed dial from 4-6. Add 
product as necessary if it becomes dry to surface. 

2) Repeat step #1 using WIZARDS® ORANGE 
POLISHING PAD #11603 and MYSTIC CUT™.

3) Wipe away all residues and inspect, continue as 
needed, applying only drops of product once pad is 
wet.

4) Starting with all previous residue removed, apply 
MYSTIC NANO WAX™ to WIZARDS® GRAY WAX 
PAD #11605; this does not require as much product 
on the pad as the compound step. Spread out 
across a 2'x2' section and overlap making several 
passes, run speed dial from 3-4.

5) Wipe any light residue from paint with a clean 
microfiber cloth.

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. DA21HD, 21mm stroke/throw, 4/case - Net Wt. 32 lbs. 
Includes 6” Backing Plate and Tote Bag. 
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DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS 12™ BIG THROW MINI POLISHER is a dual action 
orbital polisher with a very effective 12mm (0.47”) stroke. 
This low profile design with a balanced and powerful 
drive provides a faster, safer, and more productive way to 
address paint correction, remove swirls and achieve that 
perfect paint finish.

BENEFITS:
WIZARDS 12™ BIG THROW MINI POLISHER is a professional 
machine that can be used with minimal skill to produce perfect 
swirl-free results every time. Small pad footprint and low profile 
allows for use in tight locations. Scratch and swirl removal is 
now available to the average car enthusiast without the fear of 
burning, damaging or destroying their custom paint finish. 

Detail professionals can benefit by saving time generated by 
the use of a more effective system. Body shop professionals 
can save money by delegating the finishing step of buffing out 
a car to a beginner with little experience, and still deliver a 
vehicle without damage, swirls or customer comebacks.

*Optional: For the fastest initial cut, start with 3” WOOL CUTTING PAD 
#11228. See DA application guide on page 37.

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION
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BIG THROW MINI POLISHER / VIBRATION-FREE
WIZARDS 12TM

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 Vibration-Free Orbital Polisher. 
 DIY - Easy to Use. 
 Removes scratches with professional results.
 Corrects imperfections without swirls or
   holograms.
 12 MM Orbit 
 Low profile design with soft/safe start. 
 Constant speed control 1-6 / 2500 to 
   5500 OPM.
 Durable 16’ 4” rubber cord.

HOW TO USE:
Guaranteed Results when used with SSR Kit 
Mini #99123. This Mini “Scratch & Swirl 
Removal” Kit includes 8 oz. MYSTIC CUT™ 
Compound, 8 oz. MYSTIC NANO WAX™, 2-3” 
MICROFIBER CUTTING PADS, 3” & 4” 
POLISHING PAD, 3” & 4” FINISHING PAD and 
a Pad Conditioning Brush.

1) Apply MYSTIC CUT™ generously to full face of 
WIZARDS® MICROFIBER CUTTING PAD #11230. 
Hold pad flat to surface and spread across a 2'x2' 
section using light pressure with 3-4 slow passes 
overlapping by 75%, run speed dial from 4-6. Add 
product as necessary if it becomes dry to surface. 
Use brush to clean and condition pad as you go, do 
not allow microfiber pad to become matted down. 

2) Repeat step #1 using WIZARDS® ORANGE 
POLISHING PAD #11232 and MYSTIC CUT™.

3) Wipe away all residues and inspect, continue as 
needed, applying only drops of product once pad is 
wet.

4) Starting with all previous residue removed, apply 
MYSTIC NANO WAX™ to WIZARDS® GRAY WAX 
PAD #11233; this does not require as much product 
on the pad as the compound step. Spread out 
across a 2'x2' section and overlap making several 
passes, run speed dial from 3-4.

5) Wipe any light residue from paint with a clean 
microfiber cloth.

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. DAPM12, 12mm stroke/throw, 4/case - Net Wt. 32 lbs. 
Vibration-Free Orbital Polisher, DIY - Easy to Use. 
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DA/ORBITAL APPLICATION GUIDE

INCLUDES:
Mystic Cut™ 8 oz
Mystic Nano Wax™ 8 oz
Microfiber Cutting Pad 
Orange Foam Polishing Pad
Gray Foam Finishing Pad
Free pad conditioning brush

SCRATCH & SWIRL REMOVAL KIT - Use with Wizards 21TM and Wizards 12TM

PART #99123PART #99121

PART #DAPM12

WIZARDS 12TM 

BIG THROW MINI POLISHER

WIZARDS 21 HDTM 

                 BIG THROW POLISHER
PART #DA21HD

Great for Motorcycles!
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Scratch & Swirl
Removal

Light Scratch &
Swirl Removal

D/A Orbital

Pad Sizes
Available
3”
4”
6”

Cutting / Correction Polishing

WIZARDS® SCRATCH & SWIRL REMOVAL (SSR) SYSTEM (PART #99121 or #99123)

DA/ORBITAL APPLICATION GUIDE

WIZARDS® DA/ORBITAL PADS

11038
Mystic Cut™

Compound

11039
Mystic Nano Wax™

6” - 11605
Gray Foam

Finishing Pad

6” - 11601
Microfiber Cutting

Pad

6” - 11600
Wool Cutting

Pad

6” - 11603
Orange Foam
Polishing Pad

PAD CUTTING SCALEMore Aggressive Less Aggressive

Wax / Finishing

Cutting / Correction Polishing

Gray Foam
Finishing Pad

Microfiber Cutting
Pad

Wool Cutting
Pad

Orange Foam
Polishing Pad

Wax / Finishing

Polishing

11038
Mystic Cut™

Compound

11039
Mystic Nano Wax™

6” - 11605
Gray Foam

Finishing Pad

6” - 11603
Orange Foam
Polishing Pad

Wax / Finishing

Reduce Scratches

Light Cutting

Eliminate Swirls

3” - 11230
6” - 11601

3” - 11228
6” - 11600

3” - 11232
4” - 11252
6” - 11603

3” - 11233
4” - 11253
6” - 11605

BUFFING DEMONSTRATION

Compound DispensingCenter Alignment Flat Working Angle Polishing Action

System Tools / Pad Cleaning Routine Maintenance

11421
Gray Microfiber

Cloth

11231
Pad Conditioning

11088 / 11089
Optional Pad Cleaner

Power Clean™

01214
Mist-N-Shine®

or 01235 
Mystic Spray

Wax™

11426
Plush Microfiber

Cloth

11420
Blue Multi-Fiber™

Cloth

OR
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WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
WIZARDS® offers a wide range of pads for your 
project, from fastest cutting 100% wool, to ultra 
finishing foam for the softest paint conditions. 
Our 50/50 blended wool is the best for fast 
cutting and semi finishing.

WIZARDS® Foam pads offer a no-splatter, 
no-chatter surface that keeps compounds and 
glazes on the work surface. 

All pads and backing plates incorporate 
easy-to-use Velcro® attachments.

HINT: Your pad and product choice will 
determine the speed of cut and degree of gloss 
without fine pad scratches. Remember, wool 
cuts faster while foam finishes better. High 
density foam cuts more and the softer foam 
finishes best.

For additional guidance on pad and product 
choices see our Wizards Body Shop 
Application Guide.

MINI BUFFING SYSTEM: Use The MINI 
BUFFING SYSTEM with compounds: FINISH 
CUT™ #11040, TURBO CUT™ #11044, or 
MYSTIC CUT™ #11048 and polishes: SHINE 
MASTER™ #11033, MYSTIC POLISH™ #11047 or 
MYSTIC NANO WAX™ #11030.

WIZARDS® MINI BUFFING SYSTEM

WizardsProducts.com

DESCRIPTION:
The WIZARDS® MINI BUFFING SYSTEM™ includes a special combination 
of small (3" and 4") pads, that are ideal for tight areas and 
spot repairs. They can be used for everything from basic 
cutting to removing oxidation and scratches to applying 
polishes and sealants. 

MINI BUFFING SYSTEM INCLUDES:
3” Fast Cut Wool Mini Buffing Pad (Part No. 11251), 
4” Light Cut Foam Mini Buffing Pad (Part No. 11252), 
4” Finishing Foam Mini Buffing Pad (Part No. 11253) 
and 2.875” Mini Backing Plate & Adapters (Part No. 11254)

MACHINE APPLICATION

Fast Cut Wool Pad - Part No. 11201
7”x1” 100% Twisted Wool. Use with all compounds. 
Aggressive cutting without burning paint.

Finish Cut 50/50 Blend Pad - Part No. 11203
7”x1.5” 50/50 Blend of Wool and Polyester. Use with all 
compounds. Best overall one step pad. Cuts like a cutting 
pad and finishes like a finishing pad.

The Aggressor Foam Compound Pad - Part No. 11310
8”x1.5” Medium Density White Foam. Use with all compounds: 
MYSTIC CUT™, TURBO CUT™, and FINISH CUT™ for super 
aggressive cutting action. Fastest cut available from a foam pad.

The Finisher Foam Buffing Pad - Part No. 11312
8”x1.5” Soft Density Gray Foam. Use with compounds and 
Polishes: MYSTIC CUT™, FINISH CUT™, and MYSTIC POLISH™ 
Machine Glaze for smooth finishing swirl removal.

The Ultra Foam Buffing Pad - Part No. 11314
8”x1.5” Very Soft Density Blue Foam. Use with all swirl 
removal polishes. Very soft density U.S. foam, super smooth 
finishing. Wipe residues with MICROFIBER CLOTH.

Bendi-Backer Flexible Backing Plate
Part No. 11207 - Fits 7” to 9” Velcro pads & buffers.
 Super safe FLEX technology 
 Easily molds to contours 
 Decreases risk of spot heating
 Easy to line up pad and avoid pad wobble.

FROM FASTEST CUTTING TO ULTRA FINISHING
BUFFING PADS/BACKING PLATE
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DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® TIRE & VINYL SHINE™ is a multiple purpose 
dressing and protectant - a one step surface treatment 
that beautifies vinyl, leather, rubber and plastic surfaces. 
TIRE & VINYL SHINE™ is an excellent product for use inside 
the vehicle on steering wheels, seats, dashboards, doors 
and moldings. Outside the vehicle use TIRE & VINYL SHINE™ 
to enhance tires, bumpers, moldings and vinyl tops. 

BENEFITS:
TIRE & VINYL SHINE™ is a water-based conditioner that, when 
dry, forms a protective shield to guard against dullness, drying 
and cracking.

As an added bonus, TIRE & VINYL SHINE™ dries fast to a nice 
gloss finish. There is never a greasy residue left behind to 
attract dust and rub off on clothing.

No petroleum solvents to attack cloth stitching on seats or 
turn tires brown. Will not “sling” off of tires.

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION

WizardsProducts.com

DRESSING & PROTECTANT
TIRE & VINYL SHINETM

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 Water-based, non-toxic formula. 

 Restores luster and shine to inside and
   outside vehicle surfaces made of vinyl,
   leather, rubber and plastic.

 Forms a dry, non-greasy, anti-static, 
   protective shield with UV protection from the
   sun's harmful rays.

 Will not transfer to clothing from seats or any
   treated surfaces.

 High or low gloss dependent on application.

 Easy to remove from surfaces prior to
   painting.

HOW TO USE:
Clean surface first. Shake product lightly and 
apply to a cool, dry surface. Spray directly 
onto surface or cloth/foam applicator pad 
and apply evenly. Buff with a clean cloth, if 
desired. Gloss levels will be determined by 
the amount of product applied (more product, 
more gloss); the dry time (drying completely 
before adding a second coat increases gloss); 
and the extent of buffing (more buffing means 
more gloss).

HINT: TIRE & VINYL SHINE™ can be easily 
removed from vehicles prior to painting 
by wiping down with a common prep 
pre-cleaner, such as Prep Sol or Final Wash 
(grease, wax and tar removers) followed by 
WIZARDS® WASH #11077. Always avoid 
spraying TIRE & VINYL SHINE™ near paint 
stations while painting.

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. 11055, 22 fl. oz. - 650 ml, 12/case - Net Wt. 21 lbs.
Part No. 11057, 1 Gal - 3.785 liters, 4/case - Net Wt. 35 lbs.
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DESCRIPTION:
The WIZARDS® WATER BANDIT™ is amazing for drying your 
vehicle after a good wash. It is made out of synthetic material, is 
very easy to work with and does not shed or leave any residue.

BENEFITS:
For show gloss protection use the WATER BANDIT™ followed by 
WIZARDS® SHINE MASTER™ Polish & Sealant #11033. For quick 
added protection use WIZARDS® MYSTIC SPRAY WAX™ #01235 
to guard against hard water spotting, acid rain, sun fading and 
more.

For quick dusting and added gloss between washings use 
WIZARDS® MIST-N-SHINE® Detailer #01214 with our 
MULTI-FIBER™ Detail Cloth #11420.

Use the WATER BANDIT™ after using the WIZARDS® WASH 
Super Concentrate #11077 for gentle but thorough cleaning on 
all types of surfaces. Streak free rinsing assures quick drying 
and maximum shine.

For faded paint or swirls, use 
WIZARDS 21 HD™ DA ORBITAL 
POLISHER #DA21HD with 
WIZARDS® SSR KIT #99121. 

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION
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ALL PURPOSE SYNTHETIC CHAMOIS
WATER BANDITTM

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 Absorbs 3 times faster than an ordinary
   leather chamois. 

 Soft and gentle, never lints and will not shed. 

 Unharmed by grease, oil or solvents;
   sensitive on paint.

 Easy to wring out — drip free.

 King size 27"x17" (3.19 sq. ft.)

 Includes space-saving storage case.

 Machine washable.

 Multi-purpose, works on autos, trucks,
   boats, motorcycles and homes.

HOW TO USE:
For best results and long-lasting performance, 
keep WATER BANDIT™ cloth partially folded 
and stroke in one direction across surface like 
a squeegee. Rinse thoroughly before and after 
use and return to storage case. Machine wash 
if soiled. Avoid bleach and machine drying.

HINT: To insert WATER BANDIT™ in case: 
(1) Fold in half. (2) Fold in half again. (3) Roll 
snugly and insert into case. (4) Firmly snap 
cover in place to prevent WATER BANDIT™ 
from drying out.*

* If WATER BANDIT™ becomes dry, re-wet to 
soften before unfolding to prevent tearing.

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. 11066, 3.19 sq. ft. 27” x 17”, 12/case - Net Wt. 8 
lbs.
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DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® WASH is a super-concentrated power-packed 
formula that delivers gentle, but thorough, cleaning on all types 
of vehicles. It is safe to use on automobiles, trucks, motorcy-
cles, street rods, boats, aircraft and most other vehicles. 
WIZARDS® WASH and water provide long lasting foam for 
additional lubrication when wet sanding or for use with clay 
bars.
 
BENEFITS:
WIZARDS® WASH quickly cuts through road grime, oil, grease 
and dirt on exterior surfaces.  Its thick, foaming action lifts and 
safely floats away dirt and grime without stripping polishes, 
waxes or glazes from the surface. WIZARDS® WASH will not 
leave behind any residue like cheap, high-solid washes. The 
user will also notice spot-free rinsing and quick drying when 
using WIZARDS® WASH.

Works excellently in foam cannons and pressure washers; 
reduce as needed starting with 6:1 ratio water:WASH.

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION
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SUPER CONCENTRATE
WIZARDS® WASH

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 Thick, rich, long lasting foam.

 Easy cleaning.

 Streak-free rinsing.

 Will not strip polishes or protectants.

 Safe for all vehicle surfaces.

 Recommended for ceramic coatings.

 Neutral pH, easy on your hands.

 Great for use when wet sanding.

 Can be used as a lubricant for clay bars.

 Contains no acids, abrasives, silicones,
   waxes or damaging sodium chloride. 
   (Sodium and potassium chloride are salts
   that are used to thicken cheap washes.)

HOW TO USE:
Rinse surface thoroughly. Add ½ oz. of wash 
per gallon of water. Hand agitate to desired 
foam level. Wash surface using soft cloth, 
sponge or mitt. Rinse with water and dry with 
WIZARDS® WATER BANDIT #11066 or a 
MULTI-FIBER™ CLOTH #11420.

NOTE: WIZARDS® WASH has state of the art 
sheeting action and even works with water of 
high hardness levels, leaving a spot-free shine.

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. 11077, 16 fl. oz. - 473 ml, 12/case - Net Wt 15 lbs.
Part No. 11079, 1 Gal - 3.785 liters, 4/case - Net Wt 36 lbs.
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DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® BUG RELEASE™ is a powerful and effective cleaner 
specifically formulated to soften and neutralize the acidic 
proteins found in bugs. This neutralization process safely 
releases bug residue without attacking or damaging surfaces, 
including paint, chrome, glass and plastic. 

BENEFITS:
BUG RELEASE™ is very effective as a presoak. When BUG 
RELEASE™ is sprayed on bug-coated areas before washing 
the vehicle, the residue becomes very soft and easily washes 
away. BUG RELEASE™ can also be used as an effective spot 
cleaner of bug residue on mirrors, grills and trim. Quickly 
removing bugs prevents spotting and staining of the surface. 
BUG RELEASE™ is non-toxic, biodegradable and comes 
ready-to-use in a convenient spray bottle. No petroleum 
makes BUG RELEASE™ safe for all surfaces. 
Not recommended as a tar remover. 

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION
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BUG REMOVER & PRESOAK
BUG RELEASETM

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 Quickly softens and neutralizes acidic bug
   proteins so they can be easily washed away.

 Works on all painted surfaces: cars, trucks,
   motorcycles, campers, boats, planes.

 Safe to use on all paints, chrome, glass,
   ceramic coatings and most plastic surfaces. 

 Use as a presoak before washing or as a
   quick spot remover.

 Not for tar removal, will not strip wax 
   protection.

HOW TO USE:
Shake lightly. Spray on to a cool surface. 
For light bug residue, allow to soak for 60 
seconds then wipe clean. For heavy bug 
residue, flood area and allow to soak for 60 
seconds. Wash off with a wet cloth or sponge. 
Rinse with water and dry. BUG RELEASE™ is 
not recommended as a wax remover or
pre-cleaner for paint prep. 

Do not allow BUG RELEASE™ to dry or 
evaporate on the vehicle surface. If drying 
occurs, reapply. Always wash hands 
thoroughly after use. Bug residue that is 
completely dried and baked on or waxed over 
may require additional applications and/or 
extra scrubbing to remove. 

HINT: To make future bug removal easier, 
always recoat the area with SHINE MASTER™ 
polish #11033, MYSTIC NANO WAX™  #11039, 
MIST-N-SHINE® Detailer #01214 or MYSTIC 
SPRAY WAX™ #01235.

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. 22080, 8 fl. oz - 237 ml, 12/case - Net Wt. 8 lbs.
Part No. 11081, 22 fl. oz. - 650 ml, 12/case - Net Wt. 21 lbs.
Part No. 11082, 1 Gal - 3.785 liters, 4/case - Net Wt. 35 lbs.
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DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® POWER CLEAN™ is a safe and effective all wheel and 
tire cleaner, all-purpose cleaner and degreaser. This proprietary 
formula is excellent at removing bugs, bird droppings and tough 
road grime from vehicle surfaces. It can also be used as a spot 
and stain 
remover on carpets, upholstery, vinyl and leather. POWER 
CLEAN™ is also great for cleaning tires, aluminum wheels, 
chrome and PVD coated wheels.

BENEFITS:
POWER CLEAN™ is free of harmful caustic soda, bleaches and 
acids. POWER CLEAN™ will not attack skin like hazardous, 
cheap cleaners that can damage mucous membranes in the 
throat if inhaled. When used as directed, POWER CLEAN™ will 
not stain or etch highly polished wheels and is biodegradable. 

POWER CLEAN™ penetrates and dissolves oil, road grime and 
brake dust. It also works great as a body shop paint prep 
(precleaner) for removing all contaminants such as grease, 
wax and silicone. Always rinse thoroughly with water to wash 
away contaminants.

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION
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ALL PURPOSE CLEANER & DEGREASER
POWER CLEANTM

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 All wheel and tire cleaner.

 Non-caustic, non-acidic, non-toxic, 
   biodegradable. Can be used indoors with no
   noxious fumes.

 Perfect for automotive, household and
   marine cleaning projects.

 Dissolves oil, road grime and brake dust.

 Removes stains from carpets and 
   upholstery.

 Cleans interior surfaces (plastic, vinyl,
   leather) to make treatments more effective.

 Excellent body shop paint prep: easily
   removes grease, wax and silicones.

 Will not stain or dull highly polished 
   aluminum, chrome or PVD wheels.

 Cleans tires, including white walls and raised
   white letters.

HOW TO USE:
Always use on a cool surface. If surface is very 
dirty allow POWER CLEAN™ to work for about a 
minute then wipe clean. Stubborn areas may 
require scrubbing. If desired, 
follow up with a clean, damp cloth.

HINT: Always test for colorfastness and 
surface compatibility; try on a small 
inconspicuous area before full application.
For body shop prep: Flood surface with 
POWER CLEAN™, wipe with clean towels until 
surface is dry and free of debris and contami-
nants. Then, finish up with WIZARDS® WASH 
#11077 and water.

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. 11088, 22 fl. oz. - 650 ml, 12/case - Net Wt. 21 lbs.
Part No. 11087, 1 Gal - 3.785 liters, 4/case - Net Wt. 35 lbs.
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DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® BLACK RENEW™ is a rich, one-step cream formula 
that cleans, conditions and protects any color moldings and 
trim. 

BENEFITS:
BLACK RENEW™ brings new life to faded and dull smooth 
surfaces such as black chrome, weatherstripping, louvers, wiper 
arms, air vents and landau covers. This product is excellent at 
whitening raised white letters and white walls. BLACK RENEW™ 
can also be used on interior dashboards and moldings that are 
very dry and faded to clean and brighten them.

For the body shop professional, BLACK RENEW™ is fast acting 
to easily remove embedded wax and white compound residue 
from all color exterior trim, moldings, door handles, bumpers, 
mud guards, etc.

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION
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ALL COLOR EXTERIOR TRIM TREATMENT
BLACK RENEWTM

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 BLACK RENEW™ contains citrus cleaners with
   no harsh petroleum distillates or dyes. 

 Works great on all color exterior surfaces
   such as moldings, trim, wiper arms, louvers,
   weatherstripping and air vents. 

 Brings back the luster on smooth and
   textured surfaces.

 Instantly removes embedded wax and
   white compound residue from textured body
   side moldings.

 Contains specific UV protection from the
   sun's harmful rays.

 Concentrated cream outlasts sprays.

HOW TO USE:
Use on a clean, cool, dry surface. Apply a small 
amount to a clean cloth or foam applicator 
pad. Rub firmly into surface until a deep luster 
is achieved. When using on very smooth 
surfaces, follow up with a dry towel 
if desired. Use periodically to maintain UV 
protection. Always wash hands after use and 
wipe product from fresh paint if contact is 
made.

HINT: Test in a small area before full 
application. BLACK RENEW™ may remove 
color from some repainted or dyed dashes 
and trim.  

For leather: Use LEATHER PLUS™ Interior 
Treatment #66319.

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. 66309, 8 fl. oz. - 237 ml, 12/case - Net Wt 7 lbs.
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DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® LEATHER PLUS™ is a rich, conditioning cream 
that will nourish, preserve and enhance fine leather, 
naugahyde and vinyl surfaces. 

BENEFITS:
LEATHER PLUS™ contains a gentle balance of moisturizers 
and natural lanolin oils, blended to form a penetrating 
emulsion. This unique emulsion cleans, conditions and 
protects leather and leather-like surfaces all in one step. 

Regular use of LEATHER PLUS™ will soften leather and 
prevent cracking, dryness and the brittle results of sun 
damage and neglect. 

LEATHER PLUS™ is not only perfect for vehicle interiors but 
also performs excellently on all smooth-finished leather, 
including: clothing, handbags, luggage, shoes and furniture. 
LEATHER PLUS™ should not be used on suede or fabric.

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION
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INTERIOR TREATMENT
LEATHER PLUSTM

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 Cleans, conditions and softens in one step. 

 Works on leather, naugahyde and vinyl.

 Great for vehicle interiors, clothing, 
   handbags, luggage, shoes and more.

 Helps prevent cracking and drying.

 Long-lasting smoothness.

 Contains natural lanolin oil. 

 Concentrated cream outlasts sprays.

 Leaves no slippery film behind.

HOW TO USE:
Apply LEATHER PLUS™ generously to a cool 
surface using a soft, clean cloth or applicator 
pad. Rub in firmly and evenly. Allow to 
penetrate for five minutes or more. Buff lightly 
to dry (if desired) using a clean, soft cloth. For 
best results, clean surfaces prior to treatment 
using POWER CLEAN™ #11088. 

HINT: IMPORTANT: Not for use on suede or 
fabric. Always test for compatibility and 
colorfastness on a hidden portion before full 
application. Some leather may darken slightly. 
Not recommended for extremely aged, dried 
or cracked surfaces.

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. 66319, 8 fl. oz. - 237 ml, 12/case - Net Wt. 7 lbs.
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WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 BIKE WASH contains no caustic soda, acids
   or bleach. 

 Safe for paint, chrome and plastics.

 Easy rinse formula, no spotting.

 Foams away road grime, oil, grease and
   brake dust.

 Strong enough to degrease engines and
   wheels.

 Biodegradable, pH controlled.

HOW TO USE:
Always apply BIKE WASH to a cool surface, 
keeping the bike away from sunlight. If bike is 
not cool to the touch, cool surfaces with cold 
water before application. Refer to owner's 
manual for areas not suitable for water clean-
ing. Spray BIKE WASH over the entire surface. 
Tough grime may require wiping with a 
sponge. Rinse immediately before surface 
dries, using a high pressure nozzle to provide a 
forceful jet of water. Continue rinsing to remove 
all suds. If surfaces feel slippery, continue 
rinsing. 

Dry surfaces with a WATER BANDIT™ #11066 
or MULTI-FIBER™ CLOTH #11420 to avoid 
water spots when soft water is not available.

HINT: Use SHINE MASTER™ #11033 polish, 
MYSTIC NANO WAX™ #11039, MIST-N-SHINE® 
Detailer #01214 or MYSTIC SPRAY WAX™ 
#01235 for a great gloss and slick feel.

COMPLETE MOTORCYCLE CLEANER
BIKE WASH

DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® BIKE WASH is a powerful, foaming spray wash 
that will safely float away road grime, oil, grease, brake dust 
and general contaminants. It is specifically formulated for the 
tough grease and grime associated with motorcycles.  

BENEFITS:
BIKE WASH is a complete motorcycle formula that will clean 
and degrease all of the bike's surfaces including paint, plastic, 
rubber, chrome and aluminum without spotting.

BIKE WASH is easy to use and works quickly. Just spray on 
and rinse off.

WIZARDS® BIKE WASH is biodegradable and pH controlled; 
it contains no caustic soda, acids or bleach and is safe to use 
on all areas of a motorcycle. (Refer to owners manual for areas 
not suitable for water cleaning or high pressure spray).

DETAILING  CLEANING  PROTECTION
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PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
Part No. 22086, 22 fl. oz. - 650 ml, 12/case - Net Wt. 21 lbs.
Part No. 22087, 1 Gal - 3.785 liters, 4/case - Net Wt. 36 lbs.
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HAND APPLICATION PADS

WizardsProducts.com

HIGH PERFORMANCE, SUPER ABSORBENT
MULTI-FIBERTM CLOTHS & APPLICATORS

WIZARDSPRODUCTS.COM  COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES:
 Will not lint, streak or smear. 
 Absorbs faster than cotton or paper towels. 
 Outperforms cheap microfiber towels.
 Lifts dust and oil quickly and thoroughly.
 Excellent for use with Mist-N-Shine®, Mystic 
   Spray Wax or Wipe Down.
 Safe for use on any surface.
 Use as a wash mitt or chamois.
 Cleans glass without streaking.
 Can be washed hundreds of times.
 Generous 16" x 23" size (#11420).
 Super soft and borderless (#11426).

* The WIZARDS® MULTI FIBER™ CLOTH is 
made from new technology that will not 
scratch. However, any cloth can pick up and 
hold particles of debris that will scratch.

HOW TO USE:
Detailing: Spray MIST-N-SHINE® #01214 
detailer or MYSTIC SPRAY WAX™ #01235 
lightly on vehicle. Fold towel and spread 
evenly. Flip towel and buff to a high gloss. 

Body Shop: After buffing, lightly spray WIPE 
DOWN™ Matte Detailer #01220, fold cloth and 
spread. Flip cloth and wipe away oil and dust 
residue to see missed areas. Before delivery, 
use a clean cloth with MIST-N-SHINE® #01214 
to finish with a show-car shine.

Household: Use with water or MIST-N-SHINE® 
#01214 for all types of cleaning tasks – great on 
glass.

HINT: Use the WIZARDS® MULTI-FIBER™ 
DETAIL CLOTH with MIST-N-SHINE® for 
sparkling results on mirrors.

PART NUMBERS & SIZES

PART NUMBER & SIZE:
Part No. 11420, 16”x 23”, 12/case - Net Wt. 3 lbs.

PART NUMBERS & SIZES:
DETAIL FOAM PADS
Part No. 11404, 5”x 2.75”, 
each set of 2, or 12/case.
 High quality.
 Won’t shred from use on tires.
 Use to apply SHINE MASTER™, 
   BLACK RENEW™, LEATHER 
   PLUS™ and TIRE & VINYL SHINE™.

DETAIL FOAM PADS
Part No. 11009, 4” Round, 
each or 12/case.
 High quality, durable foam.
 Small size makes it easy to apply
   BLACK RENEW™, LEATHER PLUS™, 
   SUPREME SEAL™ and 
   TIRE & VINYL SHINE™ by hand.

DESCRIPTION:
The WIZARDS® MULTI-FIBER™ DETAIL
CLOTH is the perfect detailing cloth. 
It cleans and dries faster than any other 
towel. New manufacturing technology creates "split, 
wedge-shaped" fibers that instantly trap and hold moisture.

PLUSH MICROFIBER CLOTH

DESCRIPTION:
 Borderless & Super Soft.
 Dual Sided Soft Nap.
 Streak Free & Scratch Free.
Care Tips: For best results use liquid detergent and wash with hot  
water by hand or machine. Do not use bleach or fabric softener.
Air Dry only.

PART NUMBER & SIZE:
Part No. 11426, 16”x 16” - 530 GSM, 12/case - Net Wt. 3 lbs.



“I got some of your products and they’re the best I’ve ever used. 
I have a 57 Chevy and they make the paint just shine. I have the 
Mist-N-Shine, Tire & Vinyl Shine and Bug Release. My car never 
looked so good because of your products, thanks for making them.
Keep up the fantastic work.”
-Doug Peek
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-Doug Peek

"I've been hooked on Wizards 
Mystic Cut since I was introduced 
to the product, it's dope! 
I recommend Wizards Mist-N-Shine 
to all my customers to keep my 
work looking like it's fresh out 
of the booth."
-Kyle Morley, Xecution Style
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"I found Wizards Products at a car show. Great people with 
great knowledge of their products! Mist-N-Shine Detailer 
cleans and shines great. The Wipe Down Detailer shows no 
streaking on my matte black, a product I have been searching 
for. Also, the Water Bandit is awesome! I have become a fan!"
         -Clell Reed Jr.
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          We would like to sincerely thank our many 
loyal customers, dealers and distributors for all of their support 
over the years. Our goal has always been to offer our customers 
the best possible products to achieve exceptional results, and your 
valuable feedback has helped us to improve and add new products 
to our quality line. We look forward to serving your finishing and 
detailing needs well into the future.
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